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There Are No Words That
Don’t Confound

Your story opens with a cat.
“A cat…”
It must be a cat, because if it were the cat you
fear the point-of-view would be too close, and readers
would be more familiar with the animal than with the
characters the animal leads them to.

If you said a

main character, for example, versus the main
character, the former would suggest a potentially
ancillary element in the fiction rather than the focal
point of it—a supporting role rather than the lead.
And so it must be a cat.
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But there are other animals you could choose
from, and isn’t a cat a triteness to be avoided? Most
people love dogs anyways, and so there’s little doubt
you’ve already chosen the wrong beginning for this
story.
There is something to be said about felines,
though. They’re mysterious creatures. If you said a
black cat, is there not a great deal of triteness in
that? OK, a black dog, then.
“A black dog…”
Well, and what else?
“A black panting dog…”
Is there anything more you could add?
“A black panting dog runs into the village.”
You’re liking the indefinite article a more and
more. This creature your readers are not familiar with
is creating action. But you’re still not sure you have
the right animal. And why have you chosen a village?
Are there actual villages anymore? You live in the
East Village, and this neighborhood alone is a
testament to the misrepresentation of the word
village.
“A black panting dog runs into the East
Village….”
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Well, that changes the game entirely. You don’t
think you’ve ever seen a dog off a leash in New York
City. Except for maybe those tiny dogs the size of a
black Labrador’s play toy.
A Labrador, now you’re getting specific, which is
always a good thing in fiction.
“A panting black Labrador runs into the East
Village…”
Why does this all of a sudden sound like the
beginning of an awful joke? Are you writing a satire,
maybe? Satires can be interesting, but is that the
direction you’re going? What if you made it all a bit
more serious, just to try and counteract this?
“A panting black Labrador runs into the East
Village, and dies….”
You're not even sure you like this story anymore.
You hate it when the dog dies. Most times the dog has
to die in the end just to keep the reader for the
duration of the story, and here you’ve gone and done
it at the very beginning!

People are getting up to

leave this theater, and you haven’t even started the
previews.

No! The cat was the better choice. But

maybe a different type of cat?
“A panting lion runs into the East Village….”
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This sounds almost apocalyptic now, or at least
like one of those love stories with a traveling
circus. Why do love stories occur in tandem with
circuses? Is not a circus a negative symbol of love? A
circus? Really? Shouldn’t most writers want to be
sappy and convey a different message?

If you want to

write a love story, your themes and symbols have to be
much more idealistic. Your lovers have to lounge
around stone sculptures and monuments.
“They stood in their embrace among stone
sculptures and monuments…”
Now, that would be a genius beginning to a good
satire, so obnoxious readers may be tempted to throw
up. And then your lovebirds would be covered in mess.
A lion was too much.
And what if it were the cat? The the would
suggest familiarity, which could then segue to your
characters, who will somehow be associated with the
animal. Just thinking about it makes you miss the
black Labrador.

But it might be an idea worth

exploring.
“The panting black cat ran into the East
Village…”
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A panting cat seems like something rare. Aren’t
the only domesticated animals that pant dogs? You
should do some research, and see if that’s true. But
you like the past tense, for sure. Ran seems much
better, and seemed to have solved that whole
beginning-of-a-joke feeling.
Why do bad jokes begin in the present tense?
You’d think comedians would have figured out that ,
maybe, if they switched to past tense, their jokes
would take more humorous turns.
“So a guy walked into a bar…”
Nope, definitely not. And so you’re off to do
your research.

So, it seems cats can pant, but only when under
distress caused by drastic changes in their
environments. That’s a wonderful idea to have within a
story, but why would this particular cat be
distressed? Your characters are certainly not abusive
to animals. That’s worse than when the dog dies. And
they are East Villagers, which may or may not be a
good thing.
OK, so you think.

Summers can be sweltering

here, and people even die here when they don’t have
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access to air conditioning or water. That’s
distressing. But why is the cat running into the East
Village? Where did the cat come from? Did he take an
express train downtown, and then transfer to the L? Or
maybe he came from Brooklyn. You’ve seen dogs on the
subways, but not cats. If there were one thing that
could distress a cat, it would be a subway commute.
And why is your cat a he?
Maybe the cat was already in the East Village.
Which would then result in:
“The panting black cat ran through the East
Village….”
That’s a little better, but into and through both
seem to signal an ambiguity you’re not comfortable
with. The cat should not be covering too much ground,
no more than a few blocks. You can’t say you’ve ever
seen a cat running through the East Village, anyway.
Which makes yours unique or unrealistic—you can’t
decide between the two. There has got to be cats here,
though. There are entirely too many people you’ve met
that come off as cat-lovers.
“The panting black cat ran through the East
Village, reaching the alleyway where the rear window
of the apartment in which it resided was.”
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Now, that’s the beginning of a story. Of course,
as indicated by the very word beginning, you still
have a good deal of work to do.
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A Get-Together with Grace

“Hi, Grace. It’s Charles.” He stood on the steps in
front of an intercom, the building
above offering no protection from the harrowing rain.
“Who?” cheeped a reply from the metal
contraption.
“Charles. Charles Hound.” He looked upwards as
though she might be looking down at him. The dark and
swollen clouds continued to batter all that was below,
leaving Charles no choice but to offer up the arm of
his jacket. “I’m friends with your assistant? I’m here
for the get-together.”
A few indecent moments passed where he stood with
his arm over his head, followed by a loud buzz
!
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indicating the door’s capitulation. He stepped into
the building, running his hands down his sides to try
and wipe away the wet spots on his remarkably
absorbent jacket. But the damage had already been
done.
Charles checked his reflection in the chromefinished mailbox array in the lobby and made the best
of his situation by slicking his wet hair back.
He found it strange that Grace had left him
standing outside for so long, and wondered if he was
only just beginning to experience his friend’s boss in
the ways he had been warned.
Charles made his way up the stairwell to the
sixth floor, his shoes squeaking and slushing as they
left wet and grimy footprints on the polished marble
steps. The stairs were steep and leant no cushion, but
the building was clean and the stairs were polished,
making it much nicer than the place where Charles
lived. At the very least, he thought, if things went
terribly wrong, he could follow his tracks back to
safety.
Reaching the sixth floor, he walked to the end of
the hall to the door marked 6E. It was an ugly green
door, one that articulated the age of the neighborhood
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and its decision to remain the same because it could.
In a way Charles wished he had an ugly green door,
because it would mean he too was living in a
neighborhood with a similar sense of entitlement. But
such is the effect of green doors when encountered in
nice neighborhoods.
In the middle of the door marked 6E was a
peephole with a doorbell situated just beneath it.
Charles pressed it and waited.
After an unreasonable amount of time for a person
to answer a door, Charles felt an awkward discomfort
inside, a sensation begging him to leave. Grace knew
he was Jake’s friend, and Charles was certain he was
being treated this way as a result. He refused to
leave, though, and knew this was another test of his
patience Grace was so apt to perform on her first time
guests.
Charles gathered that she was the type of person
who considered her company to be more of a valuable
commodity than a trite social engagement. In order to
earn the full effect, you had to endure the process.
Her process. And while Charles himself wasn’t under
her employment or within her social circle, he
promised Jake he would adopt the role of newcomer.
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A few minutes had passed when he heard the clipclop of high heels over hardwood floors coming from
somewhere deep within the apartment. A muffled but
discernible voice was also heard, in what could only
be Grace talking on the phone as she moved towards the
door.
“So where are you?” the voice said. “No, no one
is here yet. But they will be any minute, so you
better hurry!” The crescendo of the approaching highheels stopped at what Charles perceived to be about
eight feet from the door.
“Of course there will be boys. What you need is a
man, though, sweetheart. No wonder relationships never
work out for you.”
There was brief silence.
“Drinks? Yes. Bring champagne. It is my favorite,
after all.”
A pang of dismay and embarrassment shot through
Charles, as he realized he had forgotten the one thing
requested of guests: champagne. It was the only
accepted party favor for frequenters, and an important
peace offering for newcomers. Charles was emptyhanded. He felt his body jerk for the stairwell. There
was a convenience store down the block that would
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surely have a bottle of something. As far as he knew
Grace might leave him outside her door until someone
she cared for arrived. She’d continue talking on the
phone for the next several minutes, never thinking
twice about her assistant’s friend waiting in the
hallway. Charles could run to the store and come back
in time to arrive with another guest.
The clip-clopping heels started up again, and
moved directly behind the door.
“All right, you head over,” The voice was so
clear Charles knew she was peering through the
peephole. “You don’t want to get left out in the rain!
T-T-Y-S. Talk to you soon!” And with that the door
opened with a waft of air, consuming Charles in what
smelled like a bouquet of flowers, hairspray, and the
powdery scent of makeup.
Grace stood nearly the same height as Charles,
and wore, with matching high-heels, a red dress
reaching down to the greater part of her thighs. Her
long, dark brown hair shimmered in places like it was
infused with concealed diamonds, and her pulvinate
lips and droopy eyes bore down on Charles with a regal
quality. She was gorgeous, and noticeably unimpressed
with Charles.
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Charles had been told Grace was beautiful, but it
seemed Jake’s enthusiasm to clarify had been found
lacking. In how beautiful Grace was, Jake also
mentioned—and with great enthusiasm— her domineering
and condescending personality. There was plenty of
beauty, panache and success with Grace, but all this
beauty and success didn’t amount to anything
worthwhile when it only amounted to ugliness. And Jake
had made it clear he had seen more than enough of
Grace’s ugliness.
“Hey, Grace. It’s nice to finally meet you,”
Charles said, his body turned askew. Between his
noticing how beautiful she was and how strange he must
look facing the walls of her hallway, the only other
thing he noticed was that he didn’t have any
champagne.
He watched her look him up and down, shifting her
weight from one side to the other. She placed her
hands on her hips and angled her head, as though
trying to understand an abstraction.
“I forgot to bring champagne, I know,” Charles
said, lifting his hands up defensively and facing her.
Grace frowned.
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“It was raining and I was in a hurry,” Charles
continued to explain.
“You’re all wet. Did you forget an umbrella too?”
she said.
“Oh…Well I—”
“Most people at the very least wear raincoats or
carry an umbrella when walking around––in the rain––
you know. Especially when they’re on their way to a
get-together.” The way she spoke was so matter-of-fact
and blasé, and gave the impression to Charles that
responses were something trite and unnecessary.
“I guess I––I was just really in a hurry to get
here,” Charles said. “I heard you don’t like…it’s just
rude to be late to these things, you know?”
“Isn’t it ever. I was just explaining that to a
friend of mine. She should be here shortly, and
certainly with her bottle of champagne. Do you know
what else is rude?”
Charles ran a wet hand down the side of his
jacket.
“I really meant to bring champagne. I can go get
some if you like,” he offered.
“No. I think that defeats the gesture,” she said.
“Good and worthwhile people do what’s right because
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it’s in their heart, not because it’s expected of
them. That’s not what I was referring to, though, as
being rude. Even though it is rude to come to a social
gathering empty-handed. Haven’t you ever been to a
get-together before?”
“Parties? Sure––”
“No,” she interrupted, “A party is for drunk frat
boys and their desperate sorority girlfriends. I mean
a social gathering, a get-together. I hope we’ve moved
on from parties since coming up in the world––even
being the young person you are. We don’t see too many
frat houses in Manhattan, do we? And certainly not in
this neighborhood.”
“Um, yes, I guess I’ve been to a get-together
before. No, I don’t see any fraternity houses. Look,
can I just say I’m really sorry about the goddamn
champagne?” The last words came out of Charles’s like
an unexpected jerk of the wheel. He wasn’t sure where
it had come from, or why, but knew when he said it he
was strangely excited it had happened.
“Excuse me?”
“I––wow. I’m sorry,” Charles said, “I just didn’t
want to be the guy showing up empty handed, covered in
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rain. The first to show up, at that. It’s very rude
and I feel like an absolute jerk.”
If it were not for Charles’s knowledge of Grace,
the things she had done to Jake, he might have felt
awful for his slipup just then. She had humiliated
Jake with more than words, though, and on several
(even intimate) occasions. Perhaps she deserved it,
but Charles did not want this to be his
responsibility.
“My god you’re pathetic,” Grace said. “Simply
pathetic. I don’t care about the stupid champagne. You
wouldn’t know of a respectable champagne to buy in the
first place, and I wouldn’t want you to bring a cheap
bottle of malt liquor you found in a bodega. Not to my
get-together. That’s not what I was talking about when
I was referring to what’s rude. It is rude. But I was
referring to something else.”
“Well, what did you mean then?” Charles asked.
Grace rolled her eyes in a dramatic way, as if
accentuating her feelings about Charles’s
intelligence, but then let her mouth form into a
playful smirk. “You didn’t compliment me and my
dress.”
“Really?”
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“Well, I’m not sure where you’re from, but a
gentleman in this town compliments a lady when first
arriving.”
Charles took small, unsteady steps towards her.
“I think you know exactly how you look.” Ladies like
Grace were best served by the absence of compliments.
“Well, it’s not like a compliment would matter at
this point anyway,” she said.
“Um––”
“So you really shouldn’t bother. Any compliment
you pay me, from this point forward, would just be
your attempt to make up for your previous rudeness. As
a matter of fact, to pay me a compliment now would be
rude in it and of itself.”
“I think you’re asking me to leave nicely,
Grace,” Charles said. “Which I’m fine with. I didn’t
show up with a party favor, or compliment you, and
someone like that is rude, just like you say it is.”
Grace pursed her lips, bringing out their
fullness. Her exotic, piercing gaze made Charles feel
like he had bored her ever since his arrival.
“I wouldn’t dream of doing such a thing,” she
said. “I’m not rude and I think of others’ feelings.
You want to come inside. You want to fit in and be a
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part of this get-together––my get-together––so badly.
It’s why you walked in the rain without an umbrella
and forgot your manners. Well, I’m telling you, even
though you don’t deserve to be here because of your
rudeness, I’m still allowing it. Come inside. It’s my
decision and I’ve made it. Besides, don’t you want to
see what an apartment in this building looks like?”
Charles grinned at her temerity, a gesture that
was probably received by Grace as an appreciation for
her kindness. Disgust would have been the more
appropriate way to describe how Charles felt then. He
was curious about the get-together, maybe, but if the
two first things he saw were any indication as to how
his night would go––an ugly green door and a snob––
maybe he would just skip it.
“Oh, come on,” Grace said. “Are you going to make
me stand here in this doorway all night? Maybe that’s
your problem. You think too much. People of your sort
weren’t meant for such confoundedness—figuring out
what’s appropriate and what’s not. Just come inside
already.”
Charles took a breath, the smell of flowers,
hairspray, and makeup filled his throat and nostrils,
and he moved towards the door. It was his curiosity
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mostly that made him do so, and the thought of Jake’s
demise should he not try to remedy his first encounter
with Grace. Grace gestured inward as he walked by her.
“Head on in. There’s champagne on the table.”
Grace’s apartment encompassed the quintessential
elements famous to the neighborhood: walls with
exposed brick, art, and living space only a
metropolitan mind could appreciate. It was much bigger
than Charles’s apartment, and even had a spiralstaircase in a spare room leading to a private rooftop
balcony overlooking the area. The extra room included
a motion-detecting switch that activated the lights.
Charles was immediately fascinated.
“Would you stop looking back there?” Grace said.
“It’s just a staircase.”
“It’s too bad it’s raining, or you could show me
the view.“
“How long are you going to be back there?”
Charles stood still, let the lights go out, and
then slowly moved an arm upwards in the darkness.
Above in the darkness was a metal door leading to
the private rooftop.
“You have to move around a bit for the lights to
come back on,” Grace said. “It’s kind of broken.”
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Broken. The way she said the word made it sound
foreign to her, as if nothing in her life had ever
been described in such a way. “Haven’t you ever seen a
switch like that before?”
“I know how it works,” Charles said. “And yes,
I’ve seen one. Don’t you ever like to test its
ability?”
“It’s what?”
“Never mind.” Charles turned quickly,
illuminating the lights as he left the room to join
Grace.
She stood by a round table with four contemporary
metal chairs surrounding a vintage wood-stained dining
table.

Eclectic decor, she had called it: a mixture

of vintage, contemporary, and formal decorations,
furniture and art––all strewn about into one
smorgasbord of decor.
Her dark hair shimmered as she lifted her head to
take a sip of champagne from a long- stemmed crystal
glass. These glasses were apparently reserved for
Grace, since the cup she gave Charles was short and
plastic. She never drank from the same glass twice,
either. Once she finished with one, she would place it
off to the side and fill a fresh flute.
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“So you’re new here, aren’t you?” Grace asked.
She held her drink casually at her chest, standing in
front of Charles and looking at him with an expression
of accusation. It was the first question, Charles
realized, that seemed interested in a response.
“That’s right. I’ve been here for about a month
now.”
“Hmm, and what do you think?” Grace took a sip,
tilting her head and keeping her eyes on Charles.
Charles drank from his glass, and mustered a
smile, pretending not to notice the way Grace arched
her back as she sipped.
“What do you mean?” Charles asked.
“Well, most people have an opinion after moving
here. What’s yours?” She pushed her chest out and
tilted her head upwards to allow more of the bubbling
champagne into her mouth. “Mmm, this is so delicious,”
she said afterwards. She had started with these
expressions ever since Charles entered her apartment,
and with each one seeming to be increasingly more
conspicuous.
Charles didn’t know why she made such suggestive
gestures. More specifically, why she directed them
towards him? It wasn’t a lack of confidence Charles
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was experiencing, but an understanding of how things
worked. Women like Grace didn’t give this type of
regard to men like Charles. Unless, of course, she was
toying with him. Jake had warned him of this.
“It’s lonely, I guess,” Charles said, shrugging
and looking over the apartment’s eclectic décor.
“Lonely? Really?” Grace said. “How so?”
“Well, I think it’s all the people.”
“You’re on to something there. All the people
make you lonely?” she scoffed.
“How’d you know I was new?” Charles asked.
“Oh, I can tell,” she said, “You new ones stick
out like that game where the little critters poke
their heads out of the holes.” She took her free hand
and mimicked using a mallet to swing playfully
downward. “Whack, whack, whack. I should hit you over
the head with an umbrella so you remember to carry one
from now on.” She laughed and took a clumsy sip. When
she swallowed she looked directly at Charles, smiling
with the glass still partially to her lips. When she
lowered it, she said,

“It’s a shame, really. You

don’t stand a chance here when you’re a critter.
What’s the saying again, in French? C’est la vie. It’s
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all so wonderfully natural for newcomers to suffer
this fate.”
The two stood together, Charles growing
distracted with her apartment in order to ignore
Grace’s staring.
“Do you like the chairs? They’re actually retrocontemporary, not contemporary,” Grace said.
“Sure, they’re nice,” Charles offered.
“I can’t believe no one except you has shown up
so far,” Grace said. “I told every one eight o’clock.”
Grace lifted her glass to her lips, swallowed,
and used the tip of her tongue to savor the taste that
presumably lingered on her lips. She must have really
liked the stuff. She finished the flute, and placed it
on the table beside her.
“What do you think of the champagne?” she asked.
“It’s spectacular, isn’t it?”
Charles shrugged. “It tastes like any other
champagne I’ve had,” he said.
“An unrefined tongue,” she said. “Krug is one of
the best. Not the spritzer or malt liquor you would
have bought in a drugstore, had I let you go.”
Charles placed his unfinished stubby cup down on
a small industrial-metal end table next to the sofa.
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“Whatever you say, Grace. It all comes out the
same, you know: malt liquor from a bodega, champagne
from a goddamn West Village palace. One way or another
it—”
“Regardless, everyone should be here soon,” she
said. “It’s my get-together, after all. No one would
miss out.”
“You said it,” Charles said. “No one would miss
out.” He let himself smile at his quip, and took a sip
from his stubby plastic cup.
“You’re real funny, you know that?” she said
flatly. “What is it you do, anyways? For a living?”
Charles smile flattened, and he cleared his
throat.
“At the moment I’m sort of a home-watcher,”
Charles replied. “Just until something better comes
along. I also do personal delivery jobs here-andthere. Small stuff, you know? Groceries, books,
clothes, laundry…all that kind of stuff.”
“Home-watching and a delivery boy?” Grace raised
an eyebrow. “Interesting.” Her words hung in the air.
“It’s actually pretty amazing, what I do,”
Charles said. “You’d be surprised at how many amazing
homes are left unattended here, and to watch them
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makes me feel like I’m some sort of curator in a
strange, extravagant, abandoned underworld.”
“Are they homes like mine?”
“No, not really.”
“Well, I’m sure I might even know some of the
people whose homes you oversee,” she said.
“I doubt it.”
“Oh? And why is that?”
“I just doubt it.”
“Well, what kind of an answer is that? You’re a
lame duck. That’s what they call it.”
“A what?”
“A lame duck.”
Charles had heard the term before, and was
certain he had heard on the news or television. Still
the meaning escaped him.
“But awfully cute, though,” Grace said. “Do you
get told that often? I bet the girls east of this
neighborhood don’t mind a bit what you do for a
living.”
“That’s a rude thing to say,” Charles said.
“Rude? Oh, but a woman like me can never be rude.
For me it’s called honesty.”
“Honesty can be rude sometimes.”
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“Well, how about this? I’ll make it up to you.
You are so very cute. That’s a compliment, isn’t it?”
“You can’t make up offending someone. Once the
act is done you just have to do your best to—“
“Make up for your actions, silly. Which is what I
will do. I bet you might even like it, what I can come
up with as recompense.”
“And what might that be?” Charles asked. Grace
pursed her lips, making them crease in the way they
might just before being kissed. Charles imagined
Grace’s lips tasting like powdery red roses, but
stopped himself in this.
Grace smiled.
“I know exactly what we will do,” she said.
“You really don’t have to do this.”
“What is it with critters not taking every
opportunity presented to them? This isn’t the easiest
of places to get something for free, you know.
Especially from someone like me. No, I was rude and I
want to make it up to you. Here.” She went to
Charles’s short and plastic champagne cup, picked it
up from the industrial-metal end table, walked to
Charles and handed it to him.
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“Finish this,” she said. Normally in this gesture
the person passing the drink would move to an
appropriate distance afterwards. Grace remained right
where she was.
Charles took two deep swigs and finished the
remaining drink, the lukewarm champagne burning his
throat as it went down.
“Let’s go to the staircase. I can show you a
trick with the light switch,” Grace said. She was
close enough to touch Charles, and did so by running a
hand down the side of his arm.

Charles didn’t know

what to think about Grace touching him. In one regard
it was a gesture few men would pull away from, and in
another regard it was a level of affection he was
unprepared for. The thought of Jake resounded in his
mind then, as friends do when loyalty to them is
brought into question, and made Charles feel all the
more uncomfortable. When she reached the base of his
arm, she flipped her wrist and grabbed Charles’ hand.
What would it mean to Jake if he were to walk in on
them just then, arriving with a bottle of whatever
champagne his income could muster tucked under his
arm?
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“A trick?” Charles said. He hoped Grace could not
see his uneasiness, but inside Charles desired with
all his heart that the doorbell would ring. “Sure.”
He followed Grace into the room, a square-shaped
area just big enough for the stairwell itself and a
handful of people. The lights turned on as they
entered. The floor was a black and white checkered
linoleum, and it complemented the black spiralstaircase that rose all the way to the ceiling. To the
best of Charles’ recollection, it was the smallest
two-story room he had ever seen.
“Don’t move until the lights go out,” Grace said.
She was still holding his hand and, in as soft as her
grip was, Charles was certain he should not attempt to
pull away.

The two stood side-by-side, their breaths

the only sounds filling the room. After a few moments
a slight clicking noise brought complete darkness.
“Keep standing still,” Grace whispered.
“Why are you whisper––”
“Shh!”
Charles could hear Grace move slowly, turning
towards him and moving just in front of him. She
grabbed his other hand, and moved in even closer.
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“Don’t move,” she said. “Do exactly what I say.”
Her face was close to his now, and he could smell the
champagne on her breath. The scent of flowers,
hairspray, and makeup were overwhelming.
“Kiss me,” she said. It was a sibilant whisper
not an inch from Charles face.
Charles remained silent, though inside his whole
insides were frenzied. He looked for words that might
serve as a substitute for her request, but all his
thoughts could discern was the ceaseless passing of
time in which this beautiful yet tormenting woman
remained unanswered. In what felt like an eternity, he
stood unresponsive and clasping hands with his
friend’s boss.
“Do what I say!” she said suddenly. It was
louder than the first request, but still nothing more
than a whisper. Every word was a puff of breath
rushing against Charles’s face.
“You just wait and see what happens if you don’t
do what I say!” Grace seethed.

“I’ll…I’ll—”

“Take off your dress,” Charles blurted. It was
another jerk of the wheel, one he had no intention of
committing, yet giving him a strange jolt of
excitement.
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“What?”
“Take off your dress and I’ll kiss you.”
Another silence lingered in the short distance
between them, Charles listening to Grace’s aroused
breathing as she presumably thought the proposition
over.
“I want to go upstairs on the rooftop,” Charles
said, “and I don’t want you ruin your dress. It’s too
pretty to ruin something so beautiful. I’ll kiss you
up there.”
“But the rain.”
“Do it. Afterwards you can redo your hair and
makeup and no one will be the wiser,” he said. “We’ll
laugh about it and no one will know what happened
between us while we sip our champagne.”
They stood in the dark without making a noise.
Charles feared this would end at any moment, and Grace
would tell him it was all some sort of game for the
newcomer, one planned especially for the invited guest
of her lowly assistant.
But then there came the sound of a light
scuffling, followed by the elastic snap of straps and
cloth falling from her body. Charles could feel the
dress fall to the ground, landing partially on his
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shoes, and knew the warmth emanating in front of him
indicated her complete nakedness. The dress had been
too form-fitting to wear undergarments that might
show.
“Now, very slowly, up we go.”
“But what about your clothes?” she asked. It was
a question asked in the offhanded way a person might
remind another to reciprocate good manners.
“My clothes have already been ruined in the rain,
remember? Come on, before anyone shows up to your gettogether.”
A hushed echo of Grace’s high-heel stepping onto
the first metal stair indicated their ascent. They
went around and around in darkness, their movements
slow and discreet like two prowlers sneaking through
the night. When they reached the door at the top,
Charles could hear Grace searching for the latch. When
she found it there was a loud grating followed by the
sounds of the storm and the city bursting into the
apartment. The noise was so loud Charles thought the
light switch below would activate simply by its
thunderous intrusion. But the room remained unlit.
Charles could see Grace in the faint light of the
night. She was looking over her shoulder towards him.
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“You first,” she said.
“Like I can get around you on this staircase
without having to climb over. Go on. We’re almost
there.”
She hesitated a moment, but then stepped out onto
the roof, her naked body instantly speckled and
consumed by raindrops. When she turned towards
Charles, she revealed on her face not an expression of
timidity or apprehension, but a smile of stark
confidence and control. She was about to say
something, but Charles didn’t wait to hear it. In a
single motion Charles leaned forward and slammed the
door shut, the sounds of city, storm, and a naked
Grace all swallowed up by instant darkness.
If his previous rude actions of the night had
been wheel-jerks, what Charles had done just then was
a swerving off the edge of a precipice. His heart
pounded in his chest, so much so that when he heard a
stiff bang on the metal door accompanied by a vehement
but muffled, “Dead!” he was certain it had all come
from the uproarious clamoring within himself.
When Charles descended the spiral staircase, the
lights came on in a flash. Below was the red dress,
crumpled on the black and white checkered floor.
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When

he reached it he picked it up and continued on his way
to the front door. He was going to leave as quickly as
possible, and had even made it down the hallway,
opened the front door, and was angling his body
outwards, but was interrupted by a loud buzz of the
intercom. Charles stopped, eyed the device, and then
with his free hand pressed a button to answer.
“Hello?” He pressed a second button to listen for
a response.
“Is this Grace’s apartment?” a woman’s voice
asked over the sound of pelting raindrops.
He pushed the first button.
“The one and only,” he said, and pushed the
second button.
“I’m here for the get-together. I talked to Grace
on the phone earlier. I have champagne!”
Charles smiled.
“Come on up. You’ll find her on the roof.”
“In the rain?”
Charles released the second button and
pushed the third button, unlocking the door downstairs
with a resounding buzz, and then left the apartment
with the red dress dangling in the palm of his hand as
he followed his tracks back to the street.
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Bobble Head

I’m Iron Man. I didn’t decide on this. It was fate.
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Among the group of friends I found upon arriving
in New York, one was called Batman, another Spiderman,
another Captain America. These were our nicknames.
And we were a heroic bunch.
Batman was an architect who worked from the tops
of many large buildings throughout Manhattan.
Spiderman had an addiction to wall climbing, in his
free time was always at the gym climbing walls.
Captain America? a huge Barack Obama fan.
I was a bachelor in Manhattan, savvy with girls
and sarcastic. Apparently that makes you Tony Stark—
even though I was a writer, not a scientist.
One morning, on our way to Staten Island via the
ferry, Bruce Wayne pulled a bobble head from his golf
bag. It was a miniature Spiderman.
“So Peter Parker can come along,” he said, and
placed it on the bench beside us. Spiderman had
recently gotten into a relationship with a Uruguayan
girl who lived in Harlem, and soon stopped coming out
with us on our weekend golf adventures. The toy would
help us compensate for the recent absence of our wallclimbing friend.
“How’s the girl you’ve been seeing lately?” Bruce
asked. The trick to the Staten Island Ferry is to go
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downstairs. There’s more room to sit, more room for
golf bags, and the view from the bow is just as
spectacular. Superheroes don’t like to be in the thick
of commuting crowds. Especially while carrying golf
bags.
“The pageant girl?” I said. “She got weird on me
after a concert. I bought tickets to Sugarman,

no

less, and, on the way back, she starts telling me she
isn’t looking for a relationship.”
The group is hopeful I will settle down soon, and
meet someone worthy of our league. But I’ve found
there’s about a four-month shelf life before Manhattan
girls start to turn on you. This is fine because I’m
Iron Man, and there’s a girl that walks by every New
York second that wants to meet a superhero. Still,
it’s a lonely place, and I like to think I’m searching
for Pepper Potts in this otherwise villainous racket.
“Did you ask for a relationship?”
“Absolutely not. I put a finger under her chin,
told her it was cute telling me what she didn’t want,
and said goodnight. She keeps texting me now, trying
to apologize, didn’t know what she was saying. Now
it’s my turn to get weird, and so I’m messaging her
back nonsense. It’s the mature thing to do.”
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On this weekend history was made. A bobble head
of Spiderman and his two best friends took a picture
while passing the Statue of Liberty on their way to
Staten Island. There are tons of Statue of Liberty
bobble heads in the area, though no one to whom I can
award the nickname. Perhaps Barack Obama.
“Should we put Spidey on the guard rail?” Bruce
asked. It was windy, like it always is on the Hudson,
and cold, but this picture needed to be taken so we
could start Spiderman’s very own bobble head
Instagram. The thing now includes pictures at rooftop
lounges, hole eighteen at Bethpage, and the many
Banksy exhibits. Whenever Spiderman misses an outing,
his bobble head takes his place and gets a picture
posted.
Batman and I have bobble heads of our own (your
nickname isn’t solid until you receive your bobble
head) but they stay at home. Batman’s sits at the
window of his 17th floor Upper West Side apartment,
looking out over the city. Mine sits on a bookshelf in
the East Village, in front of a number of signed books
of authors I’ve met.
“I’m thinking of getting my brother a bobble
head,” I said.
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“Oh yeah? Who would he be?”
“I was thinking Napoleon Bonaparte, because he’s
in France studying. But then I saw an E.T. bobble
head, and Steven Spielberg is his favorite director.”
“E.T. makes more sense for a Tisch film student,
and in more ways than one. I like Napoleon, though.
Who else could we make Napoleon?”
“How about the Uruguayan girl who took over the
life of our friend?”
Soon bobble heads didn’t have to represent people
anymore. They could represent ideas, places, or
basically anything. I remain true to Iron Man—he’s my
bobble head—but others are beginning to fill up my
apartment. I have one that represents a recent trip to
Paris, one that represents a hangover I never want to
experience again, and another that represents dating
girls in New York City. I call it Pepper, and she gets
dirty looks from me all the time.
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The Kidbop Shuffle

The son of a bitch was beaming when he showed up at
the office.
The four wheels lurched and bumped over the space
separating elevator and floor as if announcing Tim’s
arrival.

And he was just beaming, beaming, as he

rolled himself from the elevator and into the main
area of the large office space.
“Hey, Kimberly,” he said, strolling by. Kimberly
looked up from her desk, out that space denoting the
entrance of her cubicle, to Tim, and responded blankly
as if in awe.
“H-hey, Tim.”
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Tim kept strolling right by, winking as he
disappeared from Kimberly’s view and further into the
office.
“Hey, Jerry,” he said toward the opening of the
next cubicle, Jerry Finch’s space.
Jerry wheeled himself out on his computer chair,
pushed backwards with his feet, and smiled at the
familiar voice he heard—but then he immediately
changed his expression when he saw Tim.
“T-Tim, good to see you, pal,” he said, looking
at Tim with astonishment.
Tim winked again, and kept on rolling by. Jerry
lingered a moment, out in the area separating the rows
of cubicles, and watched Tim as he kept strolling down
the aisle of subsequent work spaces.
I was at the far end of the office, adjacent to
the opposite wall, but in clear sight of the elevator
when he got off on the floor, watching the spectacle
from the second the son of bitch got out.
He continued his greetings down the aisle, all
the way down to my own cubicle.
“Hey,” Tim said to me. “What’s up, buddy?”
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I had been standing the whole time, barely aware
that I was still holding a slough of paperwork in my
hands.
“Tim,” I said. “What’s going on?”
“You like it?” he asked, wheeling around in a
circle so I could check him, and it, out.
I surveyed the four wheels, the seating area in
which he was squarely ensconced, and Tim himself,
beaming.
“Sure, Tim,” I said. “Is that what I think it is?
I mean, you don’t really need one of those things, do
you?”
Tim looked up at me, and frowned.
“Well, who really needs anything? It’s cool,
though, don’t you think?
He rolled around in a circle again, smiling the
whole time. The whole office was watching now. Heads
stuck out of little cubicles here and there like a
game of Whack-A-Mole.
“Yeah, but Tim, it’s a—“
“Stroller! I know!” Tim exclaimed. “I picked it
up yesterday. They’re supposed to be the hot new item
this year.”
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Various whispers, enchanted sibilant, were heard
around the office, as if no one had encountered such a
thing before.
I looked around at the whispers, then back to
Tim.
“Where in the world did you get one that would
fit a grown person?” I asked.
“That’s the thing!” Tim said. “They’re making
them for adults now, too! You know, for style!”
The cubicle next to mine was Greg Foley’s.

Greg

was a friend and coworker who had an obsession with
speaking in terribly stereotypical foreign accents.
The last two weeks he had been a beguiling and
overbearing Spaniard, Dom Domingo, coercing bouts of
data prints and projections (seductively) into
cooperating with his workflow. The month before he had
been the frenetic and guttural German, Albrekt
Diechter, dictating the same work with ferocity and
supremacy. These were some of the less strange voices
of Greg, as his southern belle debutante bouts of
Mary-Anne Belle, and Black Panther generalissimo Ike
Brown, could get a little awkward to listen to.
“Hellooo, comrades,” he said, emerging from his
cubicle. “What is this thing Jurgis is hearing about?”
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Looking at the two of us, me standing before Tim, who
was, of course, sitting cross-legged in a very large
stroller, he burst: “My winter! What is this disco
contraption you bring to Jurgis?”
“Isn’t it great?” Tim again strolled around in a
circle, this time for Greg, beaming. “I’m telling you
guys, in a week you won’t even be able to find these
suckers in the stores. They’ll all be sold out. You’ll
all say, ‘That Tim guy is really ahead of the beat.’”
He looked up at the two of us briefly, as if letting
the sight of him sink into our brains, and then turned
away from us.
“And you know what the greatest thing about it
is?” he said over his stroller. “Because corporate
said I could use it at work, I could write the whole
thing off as a business expense!”
Tim wheeled his way past Greg and me, passed the
remaining cubicles, and rolled himself into his
personal office in the corner of the floor, his back
wheels and push-bar handle the last to disappear
through the doorway.

***
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The stroller was mostly conventional, simply
increased in scale and equipped with accommodations
that allowed individual mobility. On both sides were
two wheels situated comfortably at arm length and,
when turned appropriately and synchronously by hand,
would propel the occupant forward. Deviating from this
locomotion would allow the circles and turns Tim had
so willingly demonstrated. And I hated him for it.

***
“This is like first time disco come to Moscow,”
Greg said.
Tim had sporadically come in and out of his
office, beaming as he strolled to the copy room or fax
machine. The office’s ambiance would immediately
falter and change, and heads would pop up to watch Tim
go by; again the sibilant whispers would return. As if
the word stroller was being disruptively and
discordantly eased into the realm of projection sheets
and data reports.
Greg and I stood just outside our cubicles,
sipping the cold cups of coffee that remained from
when we had filled them earlier that morning. Greg had
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his elbow slung over one of the cubicle walls, dangled
his mug loosely with two fingers.
“This happen not that long ago, the disco party
heard around the Moscow. At first we say, ‘Hey, baby,
what is this disco music we are hearing? How does big
Russian daddy get jiggy to this?’ This happen for one
week. Then we hear disco party at Ivan’s. We say ‘what
is this disco party we are hearing at Ivan’s?’ Ivan
was very good at making beshkaboo, which is not to be
confused with babushka—the way Russian women tie
scarf.
“It was not long after Ivan’s party, the disco
party, that we hear of big Russian disco party taking
place in all of Moscow. We say ‘What is this disco
party we are hearing about all over motherland
capital?’ And so when big Moscow disco party happen,
we say: ‘hey, baby, that disco music is hot number one
party time!’ And now disco is all over Russia. People
will ask, ‘Jurgis, what would you like to listen to?’
I say, ‘put in that hot rodeo disco track.’ This is
common in almost every household.”
I took a sip of cold coffee, glanced at Greg, and
then looked at Tim parked next to Kimberly’s cubicle,
leaning inwards. I couldn’t see Kimberly but, the way
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Tim was smiling, I could only assume she was smiling
too.
“Disco and strollers are two completely different
things, Greg—”
“Jurgis!”
“Jurgis. And besides, Kimberly would never go for
guy like Tim.”
“What is this you are saying?”
“I mean strollers. People would never want to
roll around in strollers. It’s ridiculous.”
“The first disco song I ever hear was ‘Disco is
dead, baby. Now let’s disco.’ We party to this song
all night until sun come up over the Kremlin.”
“This isn’t disco!”
“But of course this is disco! This is hot number
one American disco party, and the stroller is the new
number one disco track!”
“More like a circus.”
“Circus? Jurgis love circus!”

***
The following day, three more strollers showed up
at the office.
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Tim had strolled in early that morning, and faced
the elevator to greet all the incoming employees by
doing a little circle, followed by a wave of his hand.
When the first of the new strollers showed up,
Tim was ecstatic, and strolled up to do a series of
quick and excited circles around his new counterpart.
The stroller looked similar to Tim’s, but was a
slightly different color.
“Aren’t they great?” Tim exclaimed. “I don’t know
why we ever left these things in the first place!”
The counterpart seemed so elated by Tim’s
extremely fast and graceful circles that all he could
do was bob his head up and down and clap his hands.
The two parted, and Tim continued to greet more
oncoming coworkers and employees.
The second stroller to arrive made Tim himself
bob and clap. The two began strolling in circles
together, one following the other. This stroller was
not nearly as dark a shade as the other two, but was
more or less the exact same model. Again the two
strollers parted, and Tim remained before the
elevators to continue his greetings.
When the third stroller strolled in, Tim
immediately looked down, seeming to try to conceal his
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blushing face and stifled smile. It was Kimberly. The
two strolled up next to each other, side by side, and
held each other’s inner wheels as they spun slowly in
a circle together, each pushing his or her outer
wheels in opposite directions to a achieve the feat.
“You can really stroll,” Tim said.
“You’re not too bad yourself,” Kimberly replied.
The two separated and Tim turned to make his way
down the aisle leading to his office. As he
approached, he stopped in front of Greg and me, who
had been watching the entire time.
“Hey guys! Did you see the other strollers?
Aren’t they great? I just knew there’d be more today!”
“You are disco fever all over again, Timmy-boy!”
Greg said.
I was a little less optimistic.
“Do you think we can do our jobs to the best of
our ability, Tim…in strollers?
Tim looked up to me with a frown and then did a
slow little circle.
“Corporate said it was fine.”
“For you, Tim; it was okay for you to bring a
stroller. But what if everybody started bringing
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strollers to work? What if everybody started strolling
around in strollers?”
Tim swayed his stroller back and forth slowly, as
if contemplating, then responded: “It’s not hurting
anybody, is it? And the whole office seems so much
more interesting now that we started bringing our
strollers to work.”
I rolled my eyes.
“Yeah, Tim, but what if work really isn’t the
place to stroll around? What if some of us actually
came here to do work? We’re not here to just stroll
around all day, you know.”
Tim shook his head, and gripped the sides of his
stroller.
“You know what? You’re just upset that you don’t
have one,” he said, and turned around and headed for
his office, disappearing within.

***
Subsequent days were filled with superfluous
eruptions of strollers in the office, to the point
where one would be strolling along, bump into a person
on foot, and look up askance and bewildered.
“Where’s your stroller?” they’d say.
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To which the equally askance and bewildered
replied (to which I replied): “I don’t have one.”
The stroller would look even more so confused, as
if someone standing on two feet was something never
encountered before.
***
“Have I ever tell you story of beshkaboo
revolution?” Greg said. It was a week after the first
wave of strollers. Since then the office had been
taken over almost entirely by the little kidbop
shufflers. That was the name I adopted for those who
strolled about in strollers: the kidbop shufflers.
“Yes, Greg—“
“Jurgis!”
“Yes, Jurgis, You told me about the first time
disco came to Russia.”
Greg and I stood where we normally did, right up
against the sides of our cubicles, sipping cold cups
of coffee and watching the office stroll about every
which way.
Tim, ever since our last encounter, always seemed
to be out of sight. He hadn’t been in front of the
elevators like he was the day the first set of
strollers had come. In fact, I could only assume that
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Tim had stayed in his office since I had last seen
him.
“No, not disco story—beshkaboo story. Do you know
the story of beshkaboo revolution?”
“No, Jurgis. I’m afraid the beshkaboo story
escapes me.”
“It is very good story, my comrade.”
“Oh yeah?”
“Yes.”
“Well, I’ve never heard it.”
“I am very good in telling this story. People
say, ‘Jurgis, will you please tell us beshkaboo story?
The one that is very good?’ This is very common for
Jurgis.”
“Jurgis, will you please tell us the beshkaboo
story? The one that is very good?”
“Now you know that this is beshkaboo, not
babushka— the way Russian women tie scarf—correct?”
“Babushka. Got it.”
“Beshkaboo!”
“Whatever. Look, Jurgis. Don’t you think it’s
weird that we haven’t been seeing Tim outside his
office? I mean, even when he didn’t have a stupid
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stroller he always walked around getting into
everyone’s business.”
Greg looked around the office, apparently looking
for Tim, and then glanced over at Tim’s office door,
which was open.
“This is, how do you say?—pretty cute.”
“Pretty strange.”
“Ahh, yes. Pretty strange. Would you like Jurgis
to take a look on Timmy-boy? Jurgis would do anything
for his comrade, even follow him into great Russian
winter.”
I looked over at Tim’s office, the door wide
open, and responded: “Sure, Jurgis. Let’s send some
KGB in to figure out what the heck is going on.”
“Jurgis have grandfather that was KGB. I will not
tell this story to you.”
“Just get in there.”
Greg looked around, pretended to uplift his
collar to his ears, and jammed his hands into his
pockets.
“I find out what this disco fever is all about,
baby.”
He walked the short distance to Tim’s office,
which was just beyond our cubicles, in the corner
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of the building, but not before running into a
series of strollers.
“Where’s your stroller?” one of the strollers
asked.
Greg put his head down, jammed his hands further
into his pockets, and shrugged.
“What

can I say? I, uh…they ran out of them

in stroller line this morning. They say ‘come back
tomorrow.’ You know? It’s all disco, man. Discodisco.”
The stroller looked up at Greg, rolled his eyes,
and continued on his way. Greg glanced back at me and
winked, then turned to reach Tim’s office. He peered
in the doorway for a moment, seemed to smile and
acknowledge what was Tim somewhere inside, and
entered.
In the meantime I surveyed the office. Strollers
here and there were grouped together at the fax or
copy machines, or in pairs conversing. Some attempted
to do quick circles, like Tim’s, while others watched
and bounced up and down, clapping. One was off in the
corner, staring down at his stroller as if in a selfabsorbed reverence of his newly acquired device. From
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where I was standing, next to no work was being
accomplished.
I saw Kimberly as she came out of her cubicle in
her pink stroller. She came down the aisle, passed all
the subsequent cubicles in her row, and then made her
way all the way down towards me. I thought she was
going to pass by me, go to Tim’s office, but instead
she stopped directly in front of me.
“Hey,” she said.
I looked down at her. Her toned, pink, stocking
covered legs were crossed elegantly in the seat of her
very pink stroller. Her blonde hair had a pink ribbon
tied in an elegant bow that wrapped around her
elegantly round head. Strewn among the rest of the
seating area of her stroller were a lipstick, a nail
file, and other accessories.
“Hi, Kimberly.”
“Where’s your stroller?”
“I don’t have one.”
“Oh…waiting for your next paycheck? Sometimes I
do that. I’ll spend and spend and spend, and then I’ll
find something that I really-really like, and I’ll
just die because I have to wait for my next paycheck
to get it.”
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I laughed, partly because I had never talked to
Kimberly before, not like this, but mostly because my
imagined first personal conversation with her had gone
so differently.
“No,” I said. “I just…well, I’m not really sure
I’m the type to stroll around in a stroller.”
“Really? But you’re friends with Tim, right?”
“His office is close to my cubicle,” I offered.
She looked over to the doorway to Tim’s office,
then back up to me.
“Oh.”
“Yep.”
Out of the corner of my eye I saw what appeared
to be Greg just then reemerging from Tim’s office.
Kimberly seemed to notice it, too, and unconsciously
grabbed the sides of her stroller in order to turn
that way. The movement was slight but, as she turned
ever so, I could have sworn that I saw a pink polkadotted pacifier lying right between her legs.
Greg was coming out backwards, and in tow were
Tim and his stroller. Greg wheeled Tim out, pushed him
and his stroller towards Kimberly and me. Tim, who had
both his arms and his legs crossed, was pouting. But
something was off about the whole thing. His mouth
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just didn’t look quite right. Sure enough, when they
came closer, the thing was that Tim had a pacifier in
his mouth.
“Comrade! My Comrade! Poor Timmy-boy! He get so
upset about the other day! He say, ‘I don’t want to
sit in the stroller anymore!’ And Jurgis say, ‘But,
Tim, it’s so disco!’ And then he pull this weird thing
out from between his legs, and put it in his mouth. We
do not have word for this in Russian. How do you say—“
“It’s a goddamn pacifier, Jurgis—the way you
stifle a baby from crying.”
“A goddamn pacifier! Yes, this is what Timmy-boy
do!”
Kimberly had her eyes on Tim the whole time, more
specifically seemed to be staring at his pacifier.
While staring, she pursed and puffed her lips while
reaching down and around the seating area of her own
stroller. Frustrated, she put her arms out towards
Tim, pointing with her index fingers directly at his
mouth.
I looked at Tim, who was looking down curiously
at where Kimberly had been reaching.
“It’s between your legs, Kimberly,” I said.
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The Greenhorn, the
Shovel, and the Big Bam
Bambi Frankenstein

Jaroslavis Jagomir showed up on time dressed in his
orange safety vest and work shirt. Me and the guys had
never met someone from Slovakia or Czechoslovakia or
Czech––or whatever -vakia or republic he had mentioned
that day. Once I met a guy from South Dakota. I
suppose it’s sort of the same thing.
“Call me Jaro,” he said to me in a drawl that I
was unfamiliar with. It was like a bad western, with a
cowboy who spoke in a way that sounded like he had
been shot in the mouth several times.
Jaaaaroooooo.Pop Pop. Shoot me in the mouth again
so I can say Jaaarooooo.
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“Well, Jaro, my name is Pete. Welcome to the DPW.
Jump in the truck and let’s get started.” I had an
unearthly desire to call this guy comrade every time I
spoke to him, but offending a greenhorn on his first
day was something taken very seriously and had to be
well-thought out. I was going to drop a comrade soon
enough.
“So, Jaro (my comrade), how long have you been
with the DPW?” I said on the way to a job uptown. We’d
start this guy with the usual dead animal that has to
be cleaned up. The gagging noise greenhorns make in
response to roadkill is essential to our day.
“I moved to America two years ago,” he said. “I
had a job in a bookstore for a year before taking a
job with the city. This transfer is a part of a
promotion.”
We didn’t look at each other. You don’t really
ever look at a greenhorn directly. Jaro talked to the
dashboard the whole time, appearing to survey the
streets while remaining wary of my driving.
“I also worked in a bookstore in my country,” he
continued. “But the money and benefits in working for
the city are very good.” He drawled and drawled each
vowel––the strange cowboy with the jacked up jaw.
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“A bookstore, eh?” I said. “I read a book or two
in my day.”
“Yes? Are you familiar with European literature?”
“English? Sure––”
“I mean eastern Europe. Where I come from,
(insert whatever -vakia or republic he said), the
great literature is of the East, not the West.”
I had to think.
“That Leo Tolstoy guy,” I Julially said, “He’s
from the east, isn’t he? I once watched a movie based
on one of his books in an English class I had, back in
grade school.”
Jaro blinked a few times.
“It was a great movie.”
“Ah yes...but he is Russian.”
“Old Russia, new Russia, it’s all the same isn’t
it? Say, what’s up with the Russian language anyways?
With all those crazy letters and symbols they have?
It’s like somebody drank a shit load of vodka and,
with an AK-47, shot up what it’s actually supposed to
look like. It’s a bunch of nonsense.”
The sound of the truck’s engine drowned out our
conversation for the rest of the trip. I didn’t mind.
Conversations with greenhorns were like trying to talk
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about current affairs with a three year old. You could
try to see things eye to eye, but the little bastard
couldn’t see above your knees to begin with.
Occasionally the CB radio on the dash would blip with
chatter––and once regarding me and Jaro.
“––the fuck’s Pete and the green? Yo, Pete. PETE.
I swear to God this fuckin’ thing only works half the
fuckin’ time.” Ernest Miller couldn’t speak on the CB
without swearing, and most of the time it was
regarding his broken radio. We enjoyed every broken
sentence.
“––goddamn fuckin’ piece of sh––....supposed to
fuckin’ be here alre––....sure as hell not cleaning
this shit myself. That’s––the fuck’s a green for. ”
I reached for the mic attached to the dash.
“Pete here. Yo, Ernest, you hear me? We’re almost
there, keep your fucking panties on, douchebag.”

We

all talked trash a bit on the radio. “You’ll scare the
greenhorn. His name is Jaro, by the way.”
“Yo, Pete, I fuckin’ hear you. Get the––here
already. And, hey, tell the green to tell you to go––
...douchebag. I don’t give a goddamn shit what his
name––You hear?”
“Yo, Ernest. No.”
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“––fuck’s a radio for if I can’t fuckin’ speak to
my goddamn co––....goddamnit! Yo, Pete. PETE. For
Chrissakes this goddamn fuckin’ radi––.”
I turned the CB volume down. Jaro with his face
forward and eyeing the radio the whole time.
“Ernest’s a great guy,” I said, turning down a
street and spotting a group of DPW trucks parked on
the far corner. Our trucks are green, or white or
yellow or orange, and all have DPW badges on them.
“You just have to have a few beers with him before he
warms up to you.”
Jaro seemed to have spotted the trucks too, and
rose in his seat.
“Just don’t mind if he messes with you. I mean,
we all mess with the greenhorns, you know? It’s just
about becoming part of the fucked up DPW family (just
like a...comrade!).” I pulled up to the group of
trucks, and edged up behind the lot of them.
Jaro continued to look towards the group of DPW
trucks ahead, but then turned to me just before we got
out of the truck.
“What is a...greenhorn?” he asked.
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I scratched my head a bit in hopes for an
etymological epiphany, but only came up with what I
knew it for.
“A newbie. Someone who doesn’t know their ass
from the green horn he sticks up his ass. Hell, it’s
just a name for new guys. All the people you’ll meet
today were all greenhorns once.”
“I would prefer if everyone called me Jaro.”
Pop Pop, because then you could hear your name
pronounced Jaroooo.
“Yeah, we’ll get there eventually, Jaro. But out
in the field, when you’re around all the guys that
pulled enough time to be called by their first names,
it’s just not going to be that way for a new guy.
Sure, we’ll call you Jaro, but you’re also going to
get called a whole lot of other names, too. Just take
it as a compliment or something––like you’re happy
we’re even inviting you out for a job in the first
place.”
And with that we both got out of the truck.
Ernest was the first guy I recognized in the
group standing behind the truck parked in the front.
Their breaths could be seen in the cold morning air.
Ernest always had a presence about him that sort of
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demanded a person’s attention. He was a big guy. Not
necessarily tall or fat, but moreso big all around. He
was taller than average, and also a bit heavier than
average–– on top of that he moved around in big ways.
Even when he was standing still he’d talk with his
hands, or throw up his head to bellow a laugh or
something. Technically everybody at the DPW, one way
or another, had an ability to draw attention when they
spoke. But Ernest was one of those guys the world had
to see––especially the world

immediately around him.

With Jaro close to my side, we walked up casually
to the group that seemed to be in the middle of a loud
and lively conversation.
“So tell me you didn’t drive home the other night
after the Redhead?” Ernest said, gesturing in front of
Gabriel Garcia, a fellow DPW worker. “Jesus, first you
come to the DPW to clean up the city and, then, once
your work’s done, you want to crash your car while
shitcanned and get cleaned up yourself. What the hell
were you thinking, Gabi? Need to put that on ice is
what you need. You have ice where you’re from right?”
Gabi was Gabriel’s nickname.
Gabi, born and raised Colombian, shook his head
slowly, looking to others in the group for support. A
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few shrugging shoulders and playful grins were all he
got. Me and Jaro had joined the circle in the
meantime. Gabi eyed me, brushed over Jaro, and then
looked to Ernest. As it always was with Gabi, his
moustache led the way.
“Nope, Ernest—no ice. Where I’m from ice is as
magical as CB radios that work.” When he spoke it was
like Pablo Escobar himself had come to encourage the
banter we liked to fill our days with. He had a round
face and bushy eyebrows that were second only to an
incredible moustache that puffed and pitched with each
word.
It was obvious Gabi was just trying to divert
Ernest into focusing on his radio. But outside of
Ernest’s truck, his radio was always an afterthought.
“Must’ve looked like a goddamn train barreling
down the street if you left in the dump truck drove,”
Ernest said. “A train that can float off its tracks,
swerve all over the streets, and go straight to your
front door. Holy shit you’re a wild man for trying to
double clutch your way home.”
“Yo, Ernest, can’t hear you on your busted
radio,” Ernest’s moustache puffed.
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“Hey Gabi,” Ernest continued. “Let me guess what
you saw on your way home. Say, why don’t you tell us?
Make up some outrageous bullshit like you always do. A
magic carpet?”
Gabi smiled, spreading his moustaches like an
aggressive bird exposing its feathers.
“And how did you get home, Ernest? From what I
heard you ended up spending the night in the Redhead’s
bathroom.”
Another from the group, Jerome David (J.D. for
short), nudged me in the shoulder, and ignored Jaro.
“Ernest and that damn bathroom,” he whispered,
“He’d sit right the hell on top of it every night if
he could.”
Just then our usual supervisor, William James
Murray, stepped in.
“All right, boys––and girl, of course.” He eyed
our sole female coworker, Julia, and then looked to
the rest of the guys. Most of the women for the DPW
were all working in dispatch. Nobody wanted onsite
duty except the assholes––which, by default, were
mostly men. “We have a job on deck.”
In any other vocation this might mean that the
group would set to work. For the DPW, it meant it was
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time to use the greenhorn. The group of six, including
myself, all turned to Jaroslavis Jagrmir, dressed in
his orange safety vest and DPW work shirt. William
James Murray nodded to me, and then I gently reached
for Jaro’s arm to bring him to the carcass.
When we walked up the side of the lead truck, to
the dead animal, I was expecting a raccoon, a cat,
maybe an unfortunate neighborhood dog. Usually I would
have known what we were walking into because dispatch
would have indicated it on the radio while on the way
to the site. I must have missed it at some point while
talking to Ernest and turning down the radio.
We had names for all types of dead deer. Bambi
was for a dead fawn, Bambi Momma was for a dead doe,
and Big Bambi was for a large dead buck. There were
various add-ons you could tag to the basic name,
specifying what exactly you were dealing with (a Happy
Bambi Momma was a doe that wasn’t dead yet when first
arriving to the jobsite). This particular deer was a
Big Bam Bambi Frankenstein; the Bam indicated
something of extraordinary size, the Frankenstein
indicated something of extraordinarily morbid or
gruesome circumstances. What I wasn’t expecting,
though, was what seemed to be a goddamn three hundred
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pound, splayed open buck. A large vehicle must have
acted like a corkscrew as it ripped and shredded its
way through the male deer, from throat to asshole and
to the very tip of its tale.
Me and Jaro stood there over the carcass, our
breath visibly coming from our nose and mouth ever so
often.
“Well, let me grab you a shovel,” I said matterof-factly, giving Jaro a firm pat on the shoulder and
turning to walk to the bed of my truck. For the life
of me I had to stifle a smirk as our comrade at me
blankly with his pale blue eyes.
I’d have gagged standing there next to him if the
juices had a chance to warm up. Sometimes the cold can
be a blessing––like when it refrigerates a three
hundred pound dead animal, with its fixings and
giblets all spilled out over the ground for you.
I walked to the back of the truck to hear Ernest
and Gabi still going at it.
“If it were up to me, you’d still be a greenhorn.
But first I’d teach you to speak English correctly,”
Ernest said.

“Cómo se dice…speako English?”

Gabi rolled his eyes.
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“This is coming from the guy who can’t speak
English without slurring it any time after 7:30?” His
moustache puffed with finality.
“I bet if you shaved that moustache your accent
would clear up in no time. Here in the first world we
have these crazy things called razors. Didn’t our
missionaries bring these things to your village shack
before you hopped a flight?”
“I own a bigger house than you do.”
“And I bet you still miss your tin and corrugated
shingle roof.”
“I bet you could use corrugated shingles to
siphon more shit down your throat.”
I walked up to the group, motioning with my head
back towards Jaro and shrugged.
Julia, our female fellow DPW worker, stuck her
tongue out and mimicked someone gagging, then rose her
eyebrows inquisitively.
I shook my head, then tilted it and furrowed my
brow to indicate there still might be a chance for
greenhorn puke.
She smiled.
“Bill,” I said, looking to our supervisor. “What
kind of equipment do we have in the other trucks? I
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brought a little dinky shovel with me this morning. No
way is a green going to get more than a pale full of
guts from a Big Bam Bambi Frankenstein with just a
shovel.”
Bill waved the question off with a hand.
“I’ve got a bulldozer coming. Just wanted to mess
with the greenie a little,” he said. “Give him a
shovel and see how he takes to it. The kid needs to
get a feel for what it is we do. I suppose all of us
have a little something to mess with the new bastard
today. Waiting a while to call in the dozer was mine.
I mean, can you imagine if all we had at our disposal
were shovels? The kid would have been better off
freezing his ass off

in the second world.”

Jerome David put up his hands. “Boy, I remember
my first day as a greenhorn. Was freezing my ass off
like an Eskimo. I think I had to clean up an animal
the size of a war of goddamn Eskimos for that matter.”
The group laughed.
“This though?” he continued, “No way this isn’t
some kind of sick joke. The kid is fresh off the boat,
and probably thinks animals like this are what we have
to deal with every day. I mean, occasionally we do––
remember the story about the whale that a DPW guy had
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to go and clean up? Holy shit, and before the city had
bulldozers.”
“If you’re wondering what a bulldozer is, Gabi,”
Ernest chimed in. “It’s this thing called a machine.
Just don’t try to blow a poisonous dart at it or
something when it shows up.”
I made my way to my truck as Gabi was saying how
Ernest ought to blow something up his rear. I walked
to the bed, and looked in among the various tools I
usually brought with me on a day-to-day basis. My
toolbox was filled with all types of good stuff––a
lifetime of collecting the right tools necessary to
handle anything that might come my way, anything that
would help me get the job done.
And then there was my shovel.
On greenhorns’ first days, while it was our job
to rub their nose in the dirt and demoralize them for
actually choosing a career in the DPW, we also helped
them. The shovel that had been in my possession since
my first day had gotten me through a hell of a lot of
work. Today it would be used by Jaro––to make him
think he’d actually have to clean up a three hundred
pound Big Bam Bambi Frankenstein.
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Jaroooooo, my dear Jaroooooo. Drink wodka, be
merry––but first clean up this travesty. Oh, and stay
breezy, my comrade.
When I walked by the group and up to Jaro with my
shovel in hand, Jaro seemed to have been examining the
carcass of the very large, dead animal.
“It seems to have relieved itself as it died,”
Jaro said. I looked towards the area of the decimated
deer tail and confirmed this observation.
“When you gotta go, you gotta go, I guess,” I
offered, and handed him the shovel. “Usually we’d help
you out with this, but there’s a…job following this
one that all the guys have to figure out. It’s a
busted sewage line next to a gas station. Shit and gas
don’t usually go well with each other, you know? Or at
least not under these circumstances.”
Jaro looked at me with his pale blue eyes
solemnly, as though taking in what I said to measure
its meaning. I hadn’t spent much time with Jaro, but
every time I interacted with him I had to wonder if he
really understood what I was saying at all.
“Ah yes. Shit and gas,” he said. “I get it.”
“Took you a minute to get there, huh?”
“I didn’t know if you were joking or not.”
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“Well, I kind of was and I kind of wasn’t.”
“Oh,” he went back into his blank, pale blue-eyed
trance.
I motioned with my head towards the carcass.
“Pretty wild, right? Look, Jaro, the guys don’t
think you can handle this by yourself. I told them all
about how you worked in a bookstore, and none of them
even heard of this Leo Tolstoy guy, let alone Eastern
European literature––”
“But this is the best type of literature.”
“If you say so.” My desire to call this slackjawed cowboy my comrade was getting hard to bear, but
I had to save it for the sake of the building tension.
“Trust me when I say that the guys are pretty much
their own favorite genre, and wouldn’t sit down to
watch a movie based on a Tolstoy book if their life
depended on it.”
Jaro stood there without a word. I would have
described him as the silent, pensive type, if I had
known him a bit better and had him pegged as a
competent individual. But just then, in our first few
interactions with one another, he looked more like the
three year old I mentioned earlier. We didn’t see eye
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to eye because he wasn’t even tall enough to see over
my damn knees.
“What matters more than anything,” I said, “is
whether or not you can handle jobs like this, you
know? We’ve all had our own Big Bam Bambi
Frankensteins to clean up.” I forgot Jaro had no idea
what this was, and pointed to the carcass to try and
indicate what it meant. “Good luck, and we hope to see
you on the other side.”
I heard Jaro mutter the words ‘Bambi?’ and ‘other
side?’ as I walked away, and made it to the group just
in time to hear Gabi and Ernest continuing to bicker.
“Julia’s a lady, and I would never insult a lady
unless she was an ex-wife,” Ernest was saying.
“Ex-wife? Do you still keep track of such
things?” Gabi said. “All I’m saying is that you never
give Julia crap about where she’s from, and she and I
are practically from the same culture,” Gabi was
talking faster now, sounded like some type of
spanglish. His moustache puffed in fast, rigid
movements.
“And I’m telling you I don’t insult the ladies!”
Ernest insisted.
“Like you know what a lady is,” Gabi scoffed.
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“Thanks,” Julia said, rolling her eyes.
“Don’t take his side,” Gabi said. “The last thing
Ernest needs is to think he has a chance.”
Bill, our supervisor, raised a hand and looked to
me. The group fell silent to listen.
“So, did you give him the shovel?” he asked.
I nodded.
“Poor bastard,” Jerome David exclaimed.
“Poor bastard? He’s been given a job at the DPW.
They probably begged him to take the job too,” Ernest
said. “Doesn’t anybody remember the process of failure
and rejection anymore? I wouldn’t be the man I am
today without it.”
“You mean the man that passes out in the Redhead
bathroom three nights a week? They should start
charging you rent,” Gabi said. “Besides, you used to
say that about me. And you damn well know now that I
busted my ass to get this job.”
“He does like that bathroom. He’d sit right the
hell on top of it if he could,” Jerome David muttered.
Bill put up a hand.
“So what’s he doing with it? The shovel and the
carcass?” he asked.
I shrugged. I had no idea.
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“You didn’t stick around to see what he’d do with
your shovel? That’s a damn good shovel to just offer
up to a greenhorn.” Our supervisor was protective of
our work materials.
“I have others. It’s not the shovel that does the
work, you know,” I said.
The group all seemed to agree with a bout of
silence.
“Still,” Bill said. “I’m not sure I trust him
quite yet. They’re like three-year-olds, you know.”
Without warning the irrefutable sound of metal
violently connecting with concrete broke up our
conversation. Slowly, and as a group, we all walked
over by sheer curiosity.
Jaro was standing over the very large carcass,
the Big Bam Bambi Frankenstein, coming down upon it
with my shovel in full swing. The shovel struck the
carcass, pierced through, sending partially frozen
deer parts flying all over the place as the side of
the spade grated against the gravel road. His breath
was cold and heavy, and visibly came out in rushing
bursts.
“Jesus,” Ernest said. “As if the poor creature
weren’t butchered enough.”
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“Well, at least we can say the son of a bitch is
trying” Bill said.
“Santa Maria,” Gabi gasped.
Jaro smiled, looking up at us with his pale blue
eyes as he raised the shovel up for another blow.
In those simple, gruesome moments, I had had
enough.
“Yo, comrade, stop butchering that creature!” I
yelled.
Jaro looked at me, and frowned, the shovel held
above his head.
“I’ll take the shovel back, thank you.” I gripped
the shovel firmly as he placed it in my palm.
“This is not what you wanted?” Jaro asked, his
breaths still coming out in puffs. “And I do not let
just anyone call me comrade.”
I was beside myself, but needed to compose myself
in a professional manner.
“There’s been a change in plans,” I said. “We
have a bulldozer coming in to pick up this mess. You
didn’t really think you were going to get through all
those bones and muscle tissue did you? A buck is
complex, fleshed out animal.”
“But I thought you said it was a Bambi?”
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“It’s a nickname, Jaro. Jesus. Didn’t you ever
watch Disney movies growing up?”
“I preferred literature,” Jaro said flatly. “The
translation dubs for your American movies, sometimes
they didn’t even make sense. And to think, some of
them come from stories found in Eastern European
folklore. Though many of the endings are much
different. Ours are much more…violent and unhappy.”
“You mean to tell me you’ve never seen Bambi?”
“Not until today.”
“No wonder you all ran from the hammer and
sickle, and now want to work with shovels.”
Jaro tilted his head, obviously missing the
reference.
“Never mind.”
The rest of the day was spent driving to various
jobs, my having to explain to Jaro the many
undertakings of a DPW worker.
“It’s like Leo Tolstoy,” I said, bullshitting my
way through the conversation the way I had bullshitted
my way through every grade school English class I had
ever taken. “We cover a lot of things that are
representative of our town. Not just natural
occurrences such as animal carcasses, but also all the
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things caused by us, that human element not otherwise
encountered naturally.”
Jaro always seemed more comfortable in the midst
of conversations such as this. If he were a three year
old, he sure as hell had a fancy pacifier. He was such
a sucker for analytical conversations. In a lot of was
DPW workers, all of us, were masters of this. We just
preferred to curse a lot while doing so.
It was when we handed Jaro a shovel that he got
uneasy and messy. He just wasn’t the type to get his
hands dirty. But this process with a shovel, even with
the nastiest of carcasses—such as the DPW worker that
took care of the pale and dead whale—it all took a
great deal of personal development and practice. We
all were greenhorns once, and getting our shot with
the shovel, that very first time, was the best thing
that every happened to us. No matter how much we were
messed with on our first day. So I didn’t hold it
against Jaroslavis Jagomir too much. It takes balls to
pick up this shovel, and he did.
One of our jobs that day actually did include the
mixture of shit and gas. And it’s times like this I
just know there’s a higher power that loves to mess
with greenhorns as much as we do. But Jaro never
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spewed his Czecho-Prussian-Republican-Slovakian…or
wherever he said he was from…he never spewed his guts!
It was only afterwards, after the day’s work and
at the Redhead.
“This is the bathroom,” Ernest said, and as
though he were introducing two people he cared for
greatly. Jaro stood with Ernest’s arm slung over he
shoulder, his face pallid and his mouth tightlipped.
“It is all white, you see, pure and untouched—a
blank canvas for which a man in your state is ready to
do work. It’s terrifying, isn’t it?”
I watched from just outside the door, making sure
our comrade wasn’t being messed with too much in his
lowly state. Jerome David nudged me.
“There he goes with the bathroom again. He’d sit
right hell on top of it, I swear to god he would!” he
said.
But by that time, Jaro had found his mark, bent
over and was heaving something awful.
“There you go, Jaro,” I said to myself.
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Five Years at the Garage

It all starts with the ring of the bell.
A car drives over a tube triggering a hammer to
strike. Ding! It’s the worst sound in the world, if
you work at the garage, because you know that there
will be nothing but this sound for the rest of the
day, and that it will happen at least sixty more
times.
Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding!
And so the only respite in this, the one saving
grace, is to try and screw the people pulling up in
their cars out of as much of their money as possible.
You have ten hours to do it, for six days a week, and
so you become very good at it—at lying, selling, and
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filling the register with cash that didn’t need to be
spent.
This is how you turn a two-bay garage into a
million-dollar-a-year business.
You get angry, and you take it out on the
customers. You tell them things like their oil has
turned to sludge, and if they don’t spend more money
to fix it the life of their engine will substantially
shorten, causing extensive repairs further down the
road. You cow them with their own bad investment,
their car, into spending more money on their bad
investment. You make them feel stupid for not taking
care of their car, and then make them stupid for
believing you.
It’s beautiful, but only because you’re no longer
a person. You’re a pissed off, dirty salesman.
Literally. Your body is covered with the
carcinogenic fluids you work with. You’re not sure
what these fluids will do to you in the future. But
you don’t even care so long as there’s a paycheck. But
one day, long after you quit the garage, you wake up
with a painful cyst on your back that has to be
surgically removed. It is the first flaw on your body
that you know was the result of the choices you’ve
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made in life. The doctor says it might not even be
from the oil and grease, that these things are very
common. But you know it’s because of that time when
your back was doused with hot toxic fluids—and the
hundred times it happened again before you quit.
You feel lucky to get away with a cyst, actually,
because you remember the roofers you worked with
whenever they couldn’t find roofing work. In their
early 20’s these guys already had skin cancer. Too
many hours shirtless in sunny summer days. No suntan
lotion. Millions and millions of cigarettes in the hot
sun, hammering nails, passing the hours on rooftops.
It looks like scabies. Just like a skin rash. But it’s
cancer. And now it’s being covered with cancerinducing motor oil, and scalding hot radiator fluid.
At least until the next roofing job comes along.
Roofing pays boatloads more than this racket.
Radiators were the worst for new guys. They
always forgot to release the pressure before pulling
the caps. It’s rare to have to replace a radiator cap,
but customers are gullible creatures and, if you tell
them their radiator can explode, they’ll spend the
extra money for a new cap. Sometimes you don’t even
replace them. You get ballsy and show them their own
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cap. You make them pay for what they already own and
put it right back on their car. In the poker business
we’d call these people suckers. And you don’t ever let
a sucker keep his money. As a spin-off to this job,
you can become one of the best poker players in town.
Some men, ones much more dangerous than you—men with
guns and drugs in their pockets—they won’t even sit
down to play if they see you at the table. You are
that good of a liar. Though you tell people it’s only
good luck, and smile. It’s the same gesture you were
taught at the garage, and it is more powerful in the
real world than your other smile. You haven’t seen
your other smile in years.
So when the new guys forget to release the
pressure behind the radiator caps, and rip them right
off carelessly, sizzling fluid shoots everywhere. You
pray you are never around for it, because you have
learned that radiator fluid is the most dangerous of
all. But then again, there’s an advantage to be had.
If you have learned anything in this business, it’s
how to be advantageous.
One new guy, he looked at you right after it
happened, eyes fearful and wide. You tried to tell
him: hold on! But the cap came off in his hand, and
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the green toxic fluid consumed his arm before you
could warn him. He looked at you then, his arm pallid
and white, and ran his free hand down it, as if to see
if it were still alive. It was like watching a man
pull the dead scales off a seared fish. All the meat
was revealed as the top layer of skin slid off.

He

went to hospital, while you sold his customer a
service, explaining there shouldn’t have been that
much pressure behind the radiator. What if it had been
their kid pulling that cap? It was an easy sale, and
you felt like the arm of your coworker was avenged.
But you also felt that awful feeling you’ve had
since the first time you lied for this job.
You constantly remind yourself this is what it
was. That you had to stifle your own honest soul for a
bit while you figured yourself out. You had to be
soulless and hate these people and want their money.
And do it sincerely. Be their best friend while you
robbed them. Some of them even called you their
mechanic.
You weren’t a mechanic, though. And you weren’t
their friend. You weren’t even an honest, worthwhile
person for ten hours a day, and you debate if you were
honest at all during this period of your life. You
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admit to yourself that something is wrong, something
inside you is terribly wrong.

And so you told

yourself you needed the job. That it was teaching you
who you didn’t want to be in this world. That one day
you would leave this place and become the man you
longed to be. At least that’s what you hoped. Not
everyone hopes for this. Not everyone has hope at the
garage.
The others who suffered for five years with you?
Instead of rising above it all, many of them fell into
darker places. Some of them, when you tried to catch
up, or ran into them years later, they came with knife
scars on their faces, tattoos from a recent gang they
joined. You were never like any of them, you always
knew. You never said it, though, because there was
always a chance you were lying to yourself. But you
shared something with them, a common demon you alone
were able to escape.
You see it in them still. It’s still there in
them, but you accept and love them because part of you
misses those days when you were lost.

And the sales.

You will never get money from people like that again.
Not that easily.
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You’re Not Going to Find
Herman

I don’t know if you know this or not, but Herman
Melville is buried right here in New York City. His
grave is up in Woodlawn Cemetery, in the Bronx, north
of the almighty Yankees and east of Van Cortlandt
Park.
Stephanus Van Cortlandt, the first American-born
Mayor of New York City, is actually buried up in
Westchester, though he ought to be in Woodlawn, next
to his park and Herman Melville, if you ask me.
It’s not a bad trip up to Herman’s grave on the
4-train. It’s the same train you take to go see the
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almighty Yankees, but instead of getting off at 161st
and River Avenue, where the Stadium is, you stay on
until Woodlawn Cemetery. It’s the last stop, so you
can’t really get lost until after you leave the train.
Once you get to Woodlawn you’ll probably have to
ask somebody how to find Herman’s grave. I would tell
you, but then that’d ruin the experience of the trip.
So you’ll just have to ask somebody like you’re
supposed to. I had to ask the first time I went, so
I’m not an exception to the rule or anything.
What I will tell you is that Woodlawn Cemetery is
green and beautiful and filled with the graves of New
Yorkers. It’s so beautiful and lush that by the time
you actually make it to Herman’s grave, you’re so
spellbound by the many enormous stone mausoleums, and
great landscapes and tombstones, that the modest grave
of an American author might not be all that
impressive. Still, it’s Herman Melville’s grave and
that momentous fact should still bring you to awe.
The time I went up to see Herman was after
finishing his most famous book for the third time. If
I have to say the name of the book, you probably
shouldn’t be reading this (or anything else for that
matter) until after you sit down and read it. Read all
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of his work while you’re at. It’ll do you good, and
you owe it to the man whose grave you’re going to make
the long trip for.
Anyways, I finished his most famous book for the
third time and was sitting there thinking about the
way it ended, with the ship sinking into the sea and
the swirling dark water and foam surrounding the mast,
swallowing everything and everyone into darkness—and
then I started wondering where Herman himself was
buried. So that’s when I decided to jump on a subway
train, bringing my copy of Herman’s book with me.
I figured if I was going to do it right, and
visit Herman’s grave, I ought to bring his book along
for the trip. To me it was almost more important than
getting there myself. A book can go on many shelves, I
figured, but how many books go to their author’s
grave?
I’d want my book to come to my grave if I were a
writer. In a lot of ways it would mean I’d beaten the
darkness that comes for each and every one of us. Even
though the darkness got me, I’d figure, it didn’t get
my book. It’d be like being immortal. That’s how I see
it. And I wanted to make Herman immortal.
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So I took his book, which also served as my
reading material for the trip, and as I traveled
through the underground metal arteries of Manhattan I
read some of my favorite parts. I didn’t take notice
to the many train stops on the way there, not even for
Grand Central. Not that you can see anything from the
train, but on any other trip I usually make a point to
look out at the platform filled with the people at
Grand Central. It’s one of the centers of the world,
and everyone is about to go someplace from there,
siphoning outwards from that very spot.
I didn’t look on that day, though. I was too busy
going over some of my favorite parts of Herman’s most
famous book. Of course I took notice once the subway
train emerged from the underground at the stop for the
almighty Yankees, and tipped my baseball cap as I
usually do towards the Stadium at 161st and River
Avenue. You have to tip your hat towards the Stadium;
otherwise you’re just neglecting necessary respect.
After that mandatory gesture, though, you’re in the
heart of the Bronx, and the rest of the ride to
Woodlawn makes for wonderful reading.
The New York Times didn’t even spell Herman’s
name right in his obituary. The poor bastards at the
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Times had the audacity to call him Henry, and
completely disrespected his name, as well as their
own.
That story isn’t actually true, though.
The New York Times did spell his name right, but
nevertheless made a mistake. People tend to forget
what the real flub was regarding one of the greatest
newspapers in the world, the Times—and their obituary
about one of the greatest authors in the history of
the world, Herman Melville—so everyone goes right on
ahead and says it was his name they spelled wrong.
It’s funny, all right, and believable. But inaccurate.
What actually happened was the first obituary didn’t
give nearly as much respect to Herman as was deserved.
The eulogy was some three sentences long, and gave a
cursory list of his work and the remaining family he
was survived by, as if he were just another New Yorker
who kicked the bucket and was survived by his
remaining family. Can you believe it?
And there was a misspelling, but it was the name
of his most famous book rather than his name. They
spelled the great whale’s name with an –ie as opposed
to the appropriate –y.
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If you ask me, I’d find it much more offensive to
have the title of my book misspelled than my name.
That title would represent the key to my immortality,
after all, and is either accurately represented or
not. If someone brought my book to my grave and it was
misspelled, I’d pretty much die right there on the
spot. I’d be dead already, of course, but what’s the
point of it all then, you know? Who wants that kind of
thing around their grave?
The second obituary by The New York Times for
Herman, written a few days later, remedied the length,
propriety, and the spelling of his book. After that
the Times got to go right on being who they remain to
be today. It’s refreshing to know that the newspapers
read their own stuff, and will even go back and revise
a mistake, because sometimes you can’t really tell. I
wish I could have been there when the outraged
employee of the Times threw up his hands and spit out
his morning coffee when he noticed what they had done.
“-ie?!” he must have said, “you spelled Herman’s
book with a freakin’ –ie?”
I always imagine the scene going down with some
twitchy little journalist wearing suspenders, sitting
behind a beat-up black typewriter with a half-smoked
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cigarette hanging from his mouth. He’s sitting there
with his glasses, plugging away at the next day’s
obituaries, spelling names like Gale-- “Gayle,”--and
Bob-- “Boob”--and then out of nowhere the issue of the
Times with Herman’s obituary comes flying out of
nowhere and hits him square in the ear. Paper goes
everywhere and all you hear is “You spelled Herman’s
book with freakin’ --ie? A freakin’ –ie?!”

Whoever it

was at the Times that read the disaster in the first
obituary must have raised hell at the office, because
the second one that followed could have damn well won
the Pulitzer Prize for praising an American author
appropriately.
But I’m surprised the Times had the temerity to
continue writing the news after what they had done.
Like maybe they’d at least have been embarrassed for a
few days before shaking it off and taking another
crack at it. But the Times kept right on writing,
though everybody aware of the scandal kept a wary eye
on them ever since. Sometimes, if I get a funny
feeling looking at one of their issues, I won’t even
read it that day. That’s how apprehensive I feel about
them ever since I found out what they did to Herman.
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If you ask me, it’s the type of thing that rivals
when the Chicago Daily Tribune printed the wrong guy
winning the presidential election. “Dewey Defeats
Truman!” they said, triumphantly and with assurance
and with fresh ink that ran through the pressing
machines all night. You can’t completely trust a paper
after they do something like that. I don’t care how
much time has passed, because that’s the type of thing
they’re hoping to rely on. Time passing. Here’s
institutions that pride themselves in how long they’ve
been respected, but they don’t want their mistakes to
be a part of that legacy. They want you to forget the
bad and only remember the good. It’s not very fair, if
you ask me, and I refuse to forget something simply
for the sake of time that has elapsed. Forgetting the
past for the sake of elapsed time leads to imprudence
in the future. So I don’t feel bad at all if I miss
the news on a particular day if I feel funny about it.
So Woodlawn Cemetery is the last stop on the 4train, and when you get off there you’ll see that it’s
one of those platforms that are outside but covered
with an overhang. Once you make your way out of the
subway stop, it’s just a short trip through the
cemetery.
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When I walked through Woodlawn, I happened to
hold Herman’s book in one hand and my baseball cap in
the other. I’m not sure what the etiquette is in
regards to wearing hats in cemeteries—and I’m pretty
sure baseball caps of the almighty Yankees are welcome
at any respectable place in New York—but there’s
something about Woodlawn, the graves and the landscape
and even the air, that made me take off my cap that
day. It’s an unheard of gesture for me, and I
personally don’t like to admit I had the audacity to
do so. But out of the respect for Woodlawn and the
respect of Herman, I think it was okay. The almighty
Yankees won the World Series later that year, anyways,
so I think superstition aside the guys in pinstripes
understood the gravity of my trip, and let the action
pass. Some of their baseball players are immortal,
too, so maybe they knew such things were necessary, no
matter how outrageous it might seem.
When I walked up to the Anna Bliss Memorial
there, I thought for sure it was Herman’s grave. It’s
actually, come to find out, a memorial for the victims
of the Titanic. A statue of a man and woman stand
together on top of a stream of concrete, embracing
each other as they seem to wander off towards
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eternity, oblivious of passersby. If Melville had
written his book after April of 1912, the final scene
of it would have certainly been reminiscent of what
happened on the Titanic. They might have even said
that’s where he got the idea for it.

But he didn’t.

Melville published his story in 1851, more than half a
century beforehand. Regardless, when you walk by the
Titanic memorial you can’t help but think it’s a
beautiful thing that Melville is nearby. One man who
dedicated his life to writing about the sea is near a
memorial dedicated to persons that were lost to the
sea. It’s the type of confluence you might associate
with uncanny serendipity. The two belong together,
though they’re very different.
At this point I think it should be made clear
that, though Melville’s grave is modest, like I told
you, and also beautiful, and one of the most important
visits you could ever make while in New York—that
Melville himself isn’t actually there.
You see, on that day when I went to his grave,
when I finally reached it and stood there for a while,
I looked around and realized no one had probably been
there in quite some time. It was all lonely and
dismal, if I were to really depict it right. It’s like
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the world had yet again forgotten Melville, and this
time they weren’t even going to try and make it right.
And I just couldn’t stand for that.
So, you’re not going to find Herman.
I’d still make the trip, if I were you. It’s
worth your time, and at least you are worthwhile
enough to appreciate the idea of the saying it’s the
thought that counts. But if you ever come back into
Manhattan after your visit, and happen to go anywhere
at all there, chances are you might have walked by the
new grave of one of this City’s most famous authors.
The thing is, it’s better this way. The way I see it,
it might keep your mind on how an author like Herman
and his work will survive much longer than any of us.
And now a great deal of people will have to pay their
respects, whether or not they appreciate his
immortality. Millions of people will do this now,
going this way and that, and not even realize they’re
being respectful.
I left my copy of his book there by his gravestone,
though by now I’m sure someone has stolen it. When you
take something away from a sacred place, I’m the type
who believes it’s only right to leave something else
behind. You wouldn’t believe all the stuff I’ve left
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at Yankee Stadium just for a piece of that holy
ground.

If you find my book there, though, and feel

obligated to do the same…well, make sure to leave
something behind. It’s Herman freaking Melville, after
all.
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The Crowtoe Long Snapper

“Bend over and let me get a good look at you,
son.” Coach Henry Goodwell said. He was a heavyset
man, whose weight resided almost entirely in his upper
torso. A bulging stomach protruded from his bright
royal blue polo shirt, with two hairy legs sticking
out from his bright white shorts. He was extremely
tan, and regardless of being in the sun always seemed
to be squinting and showing his teeth.
Mike Crowtoe glanced at his family quickly, his
parents and two brothers all standing in their back
yard, and then nodded.
Mike turned his back to the coach, spread his
legs and bent over.
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“My, oh my,” the coach said as he moved in. He
inched up behind Mike, placing a firm hand on the
boy’s right buttock. “You have quite a boy here, Mr.
Crowtoe. Real nice.” The world was upside down to
Mike, and all he could see was the coach’s tan, hairy
legs and the area between his ankles.
“Grade-A snapping quality,” the coach said,
almost groaning in his enthusiasm. “I can’t tell you
how glad I am you let me come visit, Mr. and Mrs.
Crowtoe. It’s hard to find ripe and eager snappers
like Mike. Normally boys like Mike get used up real
quick. Coaches jump on them the first chance they get
and abuse their ability without ever trying to bring
out their full potential.”
“You can really see his potential just by looking
at him?” Mrs. Crowtoe asked.

The late afternoon sky

above left no part of the Crowtoe’s yard obscured. A
pool gave off the scent of newly chlorinated water,
and the freshly cut lawn had been taken care of by Mr.
Crowtoe himself.
The coach took a moment, seeming to think over
how he might respond while sliding his hand up and
down Mike’s lower back to help him think. Mike felt
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uncomfortable, but only because he was worried the
coach might change his mind about him.
“You ever watch one of those famous horse races
where everyone gets all dressed up in their fancy hats
and drink their mint juleps and such?” the coach said.
“On occasion, I suppose. In the pastime of a
Saturday cookout,” Mrs. Crowtoe said. “It gives me an
excuse to make a mint julep and wear a derby hat.”
“Well,” the coach said. “Behind all that there’s
an entire world of educated speculation, observation,
and otherwise grand profession of surmising which
horses are in the best shape. Which among the many
will be the few to compete as true, money-making
quantities. The men and women who participate in such
matters make millions knowing which animals will do
so. It’s a very important job.”
The blood began to rush to Mike’s head, making
him feel dizzy, but he had become used to the
sensation. Mike practiced bending over so much he
could snap a football up to 25 yards away with
accuracy even while dizzy. Sometimes he would bend
over in his room, doing so for great lengths of time
just to acclimate to the feeling.
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“Hmm,” Mrs. Crowtoe said. “And just like horses,
you scout for boys like Mike?”
“Well, not exactly,” the coach said. “Long
snappers are a different breed all their own. You
wouldn’t call a jackass a horse, would you? Nope. But
a jackass has its purpose in this world just the same.
Different from racehorses, but with an important job
nonetheless.”
“Are you referring to my son as an ass?” Mr.
Crowtoe said.
Coach Goodwell laughed, his paunchy stomach and
groin involuntarily thrusting against Mike. Mr.
Crowtoe cringed, reaching for his wife and squeezing
her shoulder. The Coach slapped Mike’s left buttock.
“All right, you can stand up now, son. I’m all
done back here.” The coach turned towards the Crowtoe
family as Mike rose.
“It’s a metaphor, Mr. Crowtoe,” the coach
continued. “The terminology is second to the meaning,
if you know what I mean. It’s a compliment, really. I
respect what you’ve created here. Most families force
their sons into quarterbacking because they think
it’ll solve all their social problems. Sure it’s a
glamorous position, but sometimes the right position
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is the one your boy can do best. Now if you hadn’t
acknowledged that Mike is best at bending over to
snap, he’d probably have been tossed aside by the
competition somewhere along the way. But you didn’t do
that. You let your boy be his own individual, and
that’s commendable and downright good parenting, if
you ask me. It’s your parenting that got him a chance
to bend over in front of me. As well as Mike’s God
given gift to bend over and snap.”
“We wanted Mike to have the best chance possible
to play at the college level,” Mr. Crowtoe said.
“Yes, Mike was…not the quarterbacking type,” Mrs.
Crowtoe added.

“The competition is tremendous for

such positions.”
Coach Goodwell ran a tongue along the inside of
his lower lip, and it was obvious from the pouch there
that he was an inveterate tobacco dipper.
“And you would be correct,” he said.

“I’ll be

frank with you, as a long snapper Mike is prime, but
in any other position he’d be mediocre at best. I can
tell just by his build and the way he carries himself.
He’s perfect for this position, but useless in any
other.”
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Mike felt his face redden and the palms of his
hands begin to sweat. He had tried to appear as
formidable a football player as possible, broadening
his shoulders and walking briskly through the living
room to greet the coach when he first arrived. Of
course the coach had noticed otherwise. It was his
job, after all, and the man was paid millions to do
it.
Coach Goodwell

put an arm around Mike.

“Don’t you worry, son,” he said with a squeeze.
“Quarterbacks couldn’t bend over like you and snap a
football if their lives depended on it. Hell, some of
them wouldn’t even play football if snapping was the
only available position. They just couldn’t do it.” He
guided Mike over to the rest of the Crowtoe family.
Mike’s younger brothers, Fletcher and Ian, stood
beside their parents. The boys were complementary in
appearance,

and all similar to Mr. Crowtoe. They wore

polo shirts of varying colors, donned crew-cuts, and
wore khakis.
Mike watched Coach Goodwell take in his family
individually, and then set his eyes on Fletcher.
“You must be the youngest boy,” he said. “Tell
me, son, do you play football?”
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Fletcher lit up with excitement, and in his
elation the eleven year old jumped up in the air, bent
at the waist and landed on the ground on all fours,
backside in the air and ready to snap a football.
“Dad’s got me practicing long snapping every
day,” Fletcher said from between his legs. “And I’ve
got the position on my pee-wee team all to myself.
Nobody tries to compete with me for it!”
The coach gave another booming laugh.
“Well look at that! I’m going to have to keep you
Crowtoe’s on speed dial. I’ve never seen a family of
boys so eager to snap. Just be sure to practice seeing
the world from between your ankles. That’s the key to
this position.”
Fletcher nodded from between his legs.
“Well,” the coach said. “I’d like to check Mike
out in action this Friday. I’ve had a scout keeping an
eye on him, but I always like to see my prospects with
my own eyes. Rest assured, Mike, I think you’ve found
yourself a home at Dainesville University, bending
over and snapping pigskin for the mighty Caimans.”
“Oh!” Mrs. Crowtoe gasped, rushing to her son to
give him a hug.
Mike blushed.
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“I won’t let you down,” he said. Mike hoped to
say something a bit more momentous, like something a
quarterback might say in the locker room, just before
a big game, but it was all he could come up with.
Coach Goodwell looked at his watch, ran his
tongue along the inside of his lower lip again, and
turned his head to spit in the grass.
“I should be on my way,” the coach said. “It was
very nice to meet all of you. I just wanted to come by
and give you the good news in person. On a tight
schedule and all. And have to get back to it. As I
tell everyone, though, there is always room for a long
snapper on my football team.”
“Are you sure you can’t stay for dinner?” Mrs.
Crowtoe said. “We’d love to have you.”
The coach declined with a wave of his hand.
“No, no. I really can’t. I have another meeting
to attend to.”
The family followed the coach into their large
two-story home, walking through the living room
adorned with various pictures of the Crowtoes spread
across the walls. In a section dedicated to athletics,
Mike took up the bulk of the frames, bent over in
various uniforms and grasping a football on the
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ground. Coach Goodwell stopped briefly to survey the
photos, smiled back at the Crowtoes with a wink, and
continued to the front door.
“I don’t want you to get concerned about the game
on Friday night, Mike,” the coach said. “Just think of
it as any other game, you know? Me and some
coordinators will be there, but just to admire our new
top-of–the-line jackass.” He laughed.
The coach opened the front door.
“See you all soon. And congratulations.” He
waved with a salute and made his way to his car. The
family watched him get into his car, a luxury sedan,
and drive away up until he turned off their street.
The Crowtoes spent the remainder of the day in a
heightened state. Mrs. Crowtoe hummed Dainesville
University’s fight song in the kitchen, while Mr.
Crowtoe carried dishes and silverware to set the
table.
Mike sat at the island, in the center of his
family’s large kitchen. His mother’s back to him as
she prepared dinner.
“Can you believe how easy that was?” Mr. Crowtoe
said, peering through the archway that connected the
two rooms. “I mean, I’m sure he’ll have to sign some
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documents, register for his courses as a freshman, but
it really just comes down to football. He’s barely
taken his SAT’s, and only just begun to work on his
applications. But here’s a coach who can come into our
house and make all of that irrelevant. It just blows
my mind.”
“Yes, Honey,” Mrs. Crowtoe replied, and continued
to hum. Every so often, at the culminating part of the
Dainsville fight song she mouthed under her breath: Go
Caimans! Go Caimans! Sit Up And Go!
Mike’s brothers were in the hallway adjacent the
kitchen, Fletcher bent over a football at one end,
while Ian stood with his hands out at the other.
“Ready!” Ian said.
Fletcher’s legs tightened, his arm stiff and with
a firm hand on the football.
This hallway was where Mike had learned to snap
with accuracy. Since he was a small boy, Mike’s father
had stood behind him yelling various fake calls before
the real order to snap came. And in his entire life
the true call that ordered him to fire the ball
between his legs had been Go Caimans!
Every day after school Mike and his father had
stood there, one bent over, the other hands out and
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ready to receive the ball. The narrow walls were the
perfect training ground, and the exercise was to snap
a football without hitting either side of the hallway.
Mike and his dad had often practiced well into the
night, with homework and other studies being set
aside, and breaks only being taken for supper.
To Mike, his father looked just as familiar
upside-down and from between his legs as he did the
usual way. It was a familiarity few sons could make a
claim to, and it was all to ensure Mike would receive
an unparalleled college experience and future.
It was a well-known fact Dainesville University
paid a handful of their students to help football
players pass their courses, and so if Mike could just
make the team his studies would be taken care of. And
like Coach Goodwell’s policy of always having room for
a long snapper on his team, so did the real world when
hiring Caimans for jobs. Mike just needed to
concentrate on his snapping—that’s all that really
mattered. And it was great to have parents who
understood.
“Go Caimans!” Mike heard. It came from the
hallway, and followed the sound of a ball grazing the
walls in a series of bangs.
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“That’s the sound of failure,” Mr. Crowtoe said
in a condescending tone loud enough to reach them.
“Sorry, Dad!” Fletcher yelled.
Mrs. Crowtoe, a Caiman alumni herself, had been
one of the students aiding football players
academically as she went to nursing school. Professors
turned their backs during test time, and bent over to
tie their shoes, as a single female majoring in
nursing was surrounded by gigantic linesmen and
running backs, wide receivers, and such. There wasn’t
a position on the team Mrs. Crowtoe hadn’t assisted.
She would lean back into her chair, and scribble in
the correct answer as the players leaned over to copy.
The tests were simple enough, and this was all a
formality being that many of the professors supporting
the football program didn’t legitimately grade their
athletes.

They wouldn’t give the players A’s,

necessarily—at least not always—but their mighty
Caimans always had a good enough grade point average
to maintain their eligibility and prestige.
Mrs. Crowtoe’s prized possession was not her free
education, paid to her for her services, but a letter
of gratitude following her graduation. The players she
had helped all signed a Get Well Soon card (a Thank
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You card would have been too conspicuous, and so for a
nurse this seemed just as appropriate.) Of course they
couldn’t write their names, for fear of someone
questioning why a nurse would have a relationship with
so many players. And so they drew pictures.
Smiley faces, pictures of thumbs-up, and many,
many footballs drawn in pen, marker, and even crayon.
An assistant coach had hand-delivered it to her
himself and, after she was asked to sign a waiver, she
received the gift.
The card had long since been framed, and hung
over Mrs. Crowtoe’s desk, next to her bachelor’s
degree.
“Hey, Mike?” Mr. Crowtoe said from the dining
room.
“Yeah, Dad?”
“Could you come here a minute?”
Mike slid off his chair that was situated high
and at the level of the island, and walked into the
next room.
The Crowotoes dining room table was used only for
special occasions, and tonight was no exception. The
tablecloth was a Dainesville University blue, and
their china, though not bought exclusively for this
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evening, also had blue accents. The butter tray was in
the shape of a caiman, and its tail was a salt and
pepper shaker you could place behind it to make the
set complete. Mr. Crowtoe was waiting by the head of
the table.
“You ready for tomorrow, son?”
Mike nodded.
“You know how important it is, right? I mean not
to be stressed. You already made the team, but the
whole school will be watching. None of them thought a
long snapper would beat them to the NCAA. The Smith’s
and their quarterbacking sons—I bet their whole house
will be in an uproar once they find why Coach Goodwell
and his staff are there.
“I know, Dad.”
The Smith’s had been the high school quarterbacks
of the football team for four siblings in a row. All
four boys were exactly two years apart, meaning that
by the time the oldest had become a senior and
graduated, the next in line sophomore would take over
the following years. Everyone who wasn’t a friend of
the Smith family hated this.
“You know, son,” Mr. Crowtoe said. “Coming from a
family of male cheerleaders, I can’t tell you how
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proud I am to say that my son will be on the field of
a college football game. And not just off to the side
of it cheering.”
Mike knew his father was proud, though he had no
words in him to reciprocate his affection. And so they
stood there a while, a father and son, enjoying each
other in this silence.
***
18 punts, 3 missed field goal attempts, and no
touchdowns. Mike had an ample presence on the field as
his team lost 47-0.
Coach Goodwell stood arms crossed and somber
faced following the game, but would erupt in praise
following Mike’s snaps.
“That’s my new jackass!” The coach yelled
proudly, as Mike snapped the ball perfectly. The
kicker had flubbed 5 of his punt attempts, the ball
being blocked and sent jouncing across the field and
causing outright pandemonium as both teams went after
it. The field goal attempts had all been missed too,
because the holder couldn’t catch or position the ball
correctly.

None of these things were Mike’s fault. He

was a long snapper, and had done his job perfectly.
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“Look at him zing that pigskin!” the Coach would
marvel. “He’s got a stinger there! Those other boys
can’t even hold on to it! Woo!”
The Smith family had immediately noticed Coach
Goodwell’s presence, and Marty Smith, the current
reigning quarterback of the team, had lit up and
started to strut around the sidelines proudly as
though the Caiman coach and his coordinators were
there for him.
It was only when Coach Goodwell began cheering
on the Crowtoe longsnapper that he understood
otherwise. The Smith boy had looked up to his family
in the stands then, and shrugged.
As the game clock wound down, the stands thinned
out as the opposing fans cheered. Losing another home
game without so much as a field goal was going to
lower the team’s spirits even further. Only the
Crowtoes and the Dainesville University staff seemed
to have an air of ebullience.
“Did you see me, Mike?” Mr. Crowtoe asked after
the game. “I did one of my old college cheers after
every one of your snaps!”
Mike’s dad had fashioned himself in his college
days’ male cheerleading outfit, the Caiman blue pants
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with the reptile’s face planted right in the center of
his top.
Mrs. Crowtoe had stood behind him, singing the
Dainesville fight song loudly, and when Mr. Crowtoe
would pretend to hold a cheerleader up over his head,
holding his hands upwards towards the sky for an
extended period of time, she yelled: Go Caimans! Go
Caimans! Sit up and go!
Fletcher and Ian were also there, in an area of
grass where they could show off their snapping, taking
equal turns bending over and launching the ball as far
as they could.
“Son, that was magnificent,” Good Coachwell said
to Mike, his whole entourage in-tow when he walked up.
“I’ve been telling my coordinators about you, and they
have a whole regiment of training in the works for
when you arrive to our facilities. We’re going to have
you bent over twenty-four seven, launching pigskin day
and night. We’re setting up a dorm room for you, your
very own snapping haven. There’ll be practice targets,
your desk will be upside down so you can study our
playbook from a snapper’s perspective; every last
light switch and doorknob will be installed at the
level of your ankles. You’re going to be my new
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jackass, son! The most famous jackass Dainesville
University has ever seen!”
“I can’t wait,” Mike said with a sheepish smile.
He was overjoyed.
The coach bellowed a laugh, his teeth showing as
he snarled. He ran a tongue across the inside of his
lip.
“You’re a quiet one! I’ll give you that, boy!
Just what we want from our snapper. But come on, son.
How do you feel about it? Tell me and my crew here how
excited you are to be a mighty Caiman!”
Mike stood there a while, no words coming to the
talented snapper, but then a thought came to mind.
He’d bend over and snap a football for them, the
longest snap any of them, anyone in the world, had
ever seen.
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CHAPTER ONE:
LATE TO THE RECOMPENSE
FACILITY, WORKER F32
*An excerpt of the novel All Is Clear In Bedlam

Conditions were reasonable in the otherwise grim,
unpleasant atmosphere of the Recompense Facility, and
so it wasn’t right to complain about conditions,
regardless of whether or not you were being paid for
your work.
What you were doing was for your country, after
all, and the men and women and children back home
referred to you, and those like you, as heroes—for
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sacrifices and duty done for the sake of everyone else
lucky enough to remain home.
Lloyd Ford adjusted the stiff collar of his work
uniform as he arrived precisely five minutes late to
his work detail. He might be punished for his
tardiness, but he could never be fired. He could only
be issues more work, which to Lloyd meant getting the
job he was sent to do done faster.
His red jumpsuit was recently cleaned and smelled
of the pungent fumigant used to sterilize it. Pest and
bug problems were rampant in this part of the world,
poisonous even. It wasn’t uncommon for one of the
native spiders,--zhi-zhu’s, they were called--to crawl
into a bed or, while working, into a uniform, and bite
an unsuspecting recompense worker. There was antivenom onsite, but the fumigant was used on all the
clothing and bed sheets in hopes of avoiding using a
luxury. Getting sick as a recompense worker meant
paying for medicine or hospital bills or seeing a
doctor. Worse yet, it meant you couldn’t work, which
was to be avoided at all costs. You were there to
work, to pay off the money already owed, not to
further the arrears.
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Lloyd tried to ignore the smell of the pesticide
covering his jumpsuit. If you focused on it too long,
it would make you dizzy, and then worrying about being
bit by a bug would turn into worrying about losing a
finger in one of the facility’s machines. The bills
that followed those accidents would be even more
exorbitant, and coming back maimed or crippled would
mean you would be less likely to perform your work as
efficiently as you had performed it before. A bàn-gōng
is what you were called then, a half-worker.
Lloyd reached for a pair of latex gloves located
just outside the area where he would be working for
the day. When the gloves were new, they had a fine
layer of powder that kept them pliable and fresh.
Today they were stiff and sticky, giving the potential
to crack and allow any chemical used to clean the
product he would be working with to make contact with
his skin. He reached for another pair of gloves and
double-wrapped his hands.
A supervisor observing Lloyd marked this down
with the press of a finger on his computer tablet.
“F32, two pairs of gloves, marked,” he said. His
English was good, but it was hindered greatly by his
thick Cantonese accent. Not too long ago, Lloyd might
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have laughed at how bad the English enunciation was of
those born and raised Chinese, but by now he knew that
this accent had come to be known as the sound of
superiority, of those in charge. Still, Lloyd had
never lost his affection for quips.
“Good eye, Wang,” he said, pointing both blue,
double-wrapped index fingers toward his supervisor
with a wink. Workers wore red jumpsuits; supervisors
wore bright green. Usually they were elevated on
platforms set up all over the facility so that workers
could be monitored. In the prepping room, there was a
single platform running just above and parallel to
where workers walked by, leading all the way to the
large double doorway at the entrance to the facility.
The supervisor there smiled from his elevated
position.
“And you’re five minutes late, hero. I’m marking
that down for your lip,” he said, adding a mocking
wink.
Usually there was a line where all of his took
place, if you showed up on time. Workers funneled in
to the prepping area, grabbing their gloves and eye
protection as they walked toward the entryway to the
facility. It was a long room, and its walls on both
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sides curved upward to meet at the middle, making a
large archway. The red walls contrasted sharply with
the pewter colored metal tables and the platform for
the supervisors that ran along the wall. Running late
meant losing productivity, and that could only be
counteracted with more work. Lloyd hated waiting in
the long lines. He would rather make up the work.
Lloyd walked up to the vinyl-strips curtain that
was used to help keep air from entering the facility.
He parted it with a hand, and turned back to the
supervisor.
“You have a good day, too, Wang. Listen, how much
do they pay you again to stand up there and push the
screen of that little computer tablet I made you?”
The supervisor bared his teeth and shook his
head.
“More than they pay you, F32.”
Lloyd pushed through the vinyl strips, and
reached for the door handle.
“Sek si,” he muttered, just loud enough to reach
the ears of the supervisor. !*
∗

The supervisor laughed.
“Your Chinese is worse than your work ethic.”
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!*!Sek!si!–!Mandarin!for!“eat!shit."!
∗
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Inside the facility, great white walls ran thirty
feet upwards, meeting a white ceiling where a series
of intricate platforms ran this way and that. Green
jumpsuits high above could be seen walking all over,
into offices that held various cameras and monitoring
devices, as well as peering conspicuously down towards
the workers below.
At the floor level there were innumerable
workstations, conveyor belts, and machinery, all
peppered with the red jumpsuits of the workers
performing varying tasks. Lloyd walked by one of the
larger conveyor belts where the six-point assembly was
completed. The computer tablets that this particular
facility produced were at seventy-five percent
completion at this area/stage, and it was where most
of the newer recompense workers began their work. Six
tiny bolts were screwed into the tablets here,
fastening their frames, and then they were sent off to
another area of the building to be completed. Lloyd
recognized one of the newer workers at this station,
and walked by to greet him.
“Hey, newbie, see, you’re getting the hang of
your work,” Lloyd said with a friendly grin. “It took
me weeks before I could get the pacing of the conveyor
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belt right. Had to hit the slowing pedal constantly
and piss everybody off.”
The young man looked up from his work briefly to
acknowledge Lloyd, greeted him with a nod, and then
looked back down to the tablet steadily moving past
him.
“Which is why you understand how irksome it is to
have someone try and have a conversation with you,” he
said, using a miniature bolt-pen to screw in two
remaining bolts. He held the tool much the way an
artist might hold a paint brush, dipping it into a
little metal pouch where the bolt-pen was reloaded
with six screws. It was a seven-move procedure: lower
the pen into the bolt receptacle, install six bolts to
the tablet, and then repeat.
Tim Burkin was the newbie’s name, and he had
arrived two weeks ago at the compound in which Lloyd
himself, as well as a great many other recompense
workers, resided. The two had met while Lloyd was,
remarkably, running late. Tim had been lost, looking
for his assigned facility, when Lloyd had barreled
into him, trying to get to work. Realizing they were
going to the same place, the two immediately became
friends.
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“Find me around break hour,” Lloyd said, leaning
down to pretend to tie his shoe. (If you were caught
talking with workers outside of your station, penalty
work could be issued) Lloyd was already looking at an
hour of penalty work due to his tardiness. He didn’t
want more. “We can eat lunch together, and talk about
that thing I mentioned to you the other day.”
Tim glanced upwards. From the manner in which he
quickly looked back to his work, a supervisor above
must have been watching them.
“Will do,” Tim said through tight lips, bending
over the new tablet that arrived in front of him. The
tablets a supervisor carried were equipped with high
powered cameras that could zoom in extremely close. If
you were moving your mouth enough, the tablet-cameras
could read your lips and tell the supervisor what you
were saying.
Lloyd stood up, lifted his foot slightly,
pretending to inspect his shoe, and continued on his
way.
Past Tim’s conveyor belt were a series of smaller
belts where speakers and microphones were installed
into the tablet casings. This area was followed by a
low-lying space where rows of white tables with two
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recompense workers per workstation. Beyond this, in
the back of the building, was where Lloyd worked. He
approached another vinyl-strip entryway, through which
was a large metal door that led to the clean room. The
computer tablets and their internal components were
safe from hazards such as static and dust in their
more completed stages, but at their initial assembly
required a more secure environment.
Lloyd entered through a large metal door, closing
it behind him.
Usually his manager spent the morning up in the
monitoring rooms, on the upper floor where the
platforms were. But today he was waiting just inside
the clean room.
“Late again, Ford?” he said with a hint of
disbelief and scorn. He was shorter than most of the
other managers and supervisors, and his eyes, though
deeply set behind thin slits, were piercing. Lloyd
hated just how piercing they were.
“I’m sorry, jingli,” Lloyd said. !*
∗

If there were one man he respected among the
managers and supervisors, it was this man. Recompense
workers weren’t usually allowed to know the names of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!*jingli!–!Mandarin!for!“manager”!
∗
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their superiors, but Shu Heng had granted Lloyd and a
few other workers in the facility this privilege.
“You are sticking out, Lloyd,” Shu said. Like all
of the managers, his position was indicated by a
yellow jumpsuit. “This is not something you want.”
Lloyd shrugged.
“I’ll make up the work. I know the penalty. It
helps us, you know. The more work I do, the sooner we
can all go home.”
Shu shook his head slowly, with his piercing
eyes, a gesture that always made Lloyd think the
manager was much older than he. And though Shu had
never revealed it, Lloyd believed Shu must have been
somewhere near the same age as his own parents. His
face was more wrinkled, and his voice sounded much
more strained by time, but Lloyd always associated
these attributes with a man who had lived a hard life.
“The dogma of a foolish hero,” Shu said. “We need
you here on time. Of all the stations, the clean room
requires that a worker be at his post precisely at the
start of the workday. We are the beginning of the
entire production. If you are not here, you are
slowing the process down.”
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“I will make up the work,” Lloyd said with
reassurance. “Five minutes being late—“
“Every day, over the course of a year, adds up to
a great deal.” Shu interjected. He reached toward his
desk at the front of the room near the metal door and
picked up his tablet. He walked toward Lloyd with the
thin electronic device, and turned to stand shoulder
to shoulder with him so that he could show him the
screen. Very few workers ever saw what was on a
manager’s tablet, and even fewer—if any—saw what was
on a supervisor’s.
The screen Shu showed Lloyd was all in Mandarin,
but it revealed the layout of the clean room in which
they were standing. Shu pushed his fingers against the
screen and scrolled over the drawing of the entire
room.
“Well, everything seems to be in order,” Shu said
with sarcasm set deep in his tone. “Yesss, everything
is running so smoothly. We might actually raise our
level of production today.” He scrolled over the
screen, focusing on each individual workstation. Shu
smiled the whole time, nodding with approval, as if
very proud.

When he reached Lloyd’s station, his

head tilted and he frowned.
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“Wait a minute… where is this worker?” Shu looked
up to Lloyd, then got on his tippy toes to look over
to the back of the clean room, toward the area of the
room Lloyd worked in. “Without this worker…well, let
me see.” A few taps and swipes on the tablet and a
chart was on the screen. A red line deviating from a
green line ran across it.
“It seems even five minutes has affected
productivity, even when everyone else is doing his job
perfectly.”
Lloyd watched the red line slowly but surely move
farther away from the green line. With each lost unit
of productivity the red line pulsed and diverged.
“Now, if this particular worker made a habit out
of running late—Well, why speculate? I have this
tablet to tell me what would happen.” It only took Shu
a few taps for Lloyd’s picture to pop up in a small
box in the corner of the screen. It was the only
snapshot taken of him since he arrived at the facility
and had been taken on his very first day, moments
after he had put on a red jumpsuit for the first time.
Lloyd’s eyes trailed from the chart and focused
entirely on his image. It had only been a year, but
the person staring back at him looked so different
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from how he imagined himself now. Two sheepish brown
eyes stared straight ahead; his hair was styled with
product and freshly cut. He had run out of gel
shortly, had had no way to acquire it since.
Amenities such as hair gel cost money to ship in, and
so such things were considered frivolous and
undesirable. It had only been a year ago, but Lloyd
remembered how simple it had been to get his hair cut
any way he wanted, and he found that simplicity
strange now. Now there were only two ways to get your
hair cut, the way for females, and the way for males.
Shu continued his lecture, but Lloyd was no
longer listening. He was busy thinking about his life
before all of this.
He had styled his hair every day, sometimes for
up to an hour if he couldn’t get it right, standing in
front of a mirror in his own private bathroom. It had
made all the difference back then, like people would
think differently of him if he didn’t do this silly
task well.

Some of the girls in the compound still

tried to style their hair, curling it by wrapping
heated wet towels around their heads, or plastic bags,
or sleeping with used bottles wrapped in their hair.
That, or they straightened it by tying their hair in a
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tight ponytail right out of the shower, combing it
over and over until it dried. The guys were less
tactful, rushing to the bathroom during free time to
continually run water in their hair to keep it wet or
parted to the side. Lloyd’s hair he simply washed,
dried, and ran a hand through to keep it out of his
eyes. What did it matter? Everyone here was the same
now.
“Lloyd?” Shu said. “Are you listening?”
Lloyd nodded, but he wasn’t.
“Good, because as you can see this is—“
Lloyd had tried to look as presentable as
possible when he first arrived, uncertain of what was
to become of him the second he stepped off the
airplane. He had expected to be at a military base of
some sort, with flags flown on all corners, a place he
could at least find familiar. All that had waited for
him, though, was a caravan of buses and foreign men
reading off assignments in thick, Cantonese accents.
Several hours later Lloyd had arrived at the compound,
had been issued his red jumpsuit, and had filed into a
line where he eventually stood in front of a white
wall to have his picture taken. His training for work
had begun the next day.
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When Lloyd looked up from his picture to see why
his manager had stopped talking, he saw Shu looking at
him, eyes piercing as ever as he shook his head in
disappointment.
“I’ve never seen a person more easily distracted.
You are like a child who stares off into space in the
midst of an apocalypse, or chases butterflies into a
brush fire. How you ever qualified for this clean room
is beyond me.”
Lloyd ran a hand through his hair, brushing away
a lock that had fallen over his forehead, put on a
pair of safety goggles that he carried in one of his
jumpsuit’s utility pockets, and shrugged.
“I studied Calculus in high school,” he said.
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The Next Eighty Yards: An
Homage to Irwin Shaw’s
“The Eighty Yard Run”

The following morning Darling stood before the fulllength mirror in his hotel suite just off the
university campus. He couldn’t help but think, just
then, were she there, of how Louise might look at him
the same way he was looking at himself. She would
smile that enchanted, absentminded smile, watching him
as he got up and dressed for the morning. Lying in
bed, she would follow him around the room with her
eyes, run her hands over the ruffled sheets––him
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brushing his teeth, combing his hair––and look at him
intently. She would do this quietly, and Darling would
feel her eyes piercing him with silent infatuation as
he moved about the room.
“Come back to bed,” she would say. “Just for
fifteen more minutes.”
Rosenberg had provided Darling with stunning suits,
tweed blazers, and letterman jackets, all customtailored to fit his tall and still-athletic frame.
Darling had taken the wardrobe back to his hotel room
and tried everything on individually, taking short and
brisk steps across the length of his suite, stopping
before his reflection each time he reached the mirror.
Out the window of his room, the university football
stadium loomed over all the greenery and redbrick
buildings. When he reached the window and scanned the
backdrop, Darling imagined himself making his way to a
lecture hall on campus—a few books held firmly in one
hand and against his side—wearing Rosenberg clothing.
Students and teammates would recognize him, and he
would acknowledge them all with confident grind as he
walked past.
Darling stood before the mirror and gave himself
one last all-American smile before turning to leave
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his hotel room for the football stadium.
“You're going to be great,” Rosenberg said when
Darling arrived at the stadium. “Just stand up
straight and be what you’ve always been.”
Darling longed for Louise’s friend Flaherty to
witness all that was coming together for him today. A
spectacle of displays and fashion mannequins had been
set up to showcase samples of Rosenberg clothing––all
of it being made available now to athletes and
students alike. With Darling at the center of it all,
he was the living, breathing example to behold of what
collegiate life should look like. The university’s
fight song played in loops on a record player hidden
beneath one of the display tables, the one in front of
which Rosenberg and Darling were standing.
“When the crowd arrives for the game, the first
thing I want them to see is you.” Rosenberg said. “I
want them to see you, the clothes––hear their favorite
team’s fight song. They’ll want to be the man who
embodies all of this.

They’ll want to wear the

clothes that he wears.” Rosenberg stood before
Darling, eyeing the blazer he wore, pulling at the
shoulder pads and running his hands down the sides of
the jacket, smoothing them, making them even more
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perfect.
“Will we get to see any of the game?” Darling
asked, holding his arms out from his sides, sounding
like an inquisitive child. “I haven’t been to a game
since I actually played here.”
“Not exactly,” Rosenberg said. “I’ve arranged with
the university for you to lead the marching band out
onto the field at halftime.” He moved around to
Darling’s backside and continued to pull and shape and
smooth. “You’re going to hold the team’s flag and run
out across the field as the marching band blares
behind you.”
“Really?” Darling asked, turning his head over his
shoulder. “Right down the middle of the field?”
Rosenberg gently straightened Darling’s head.
“Yes. It’s going to be something. And the whole
school will see it.”
Darling imagined himself running across the
football field as fast as he could, holding the team’s
flag high above his head while the band tried to keep
up with his long and confident strides. He would run
elegantly, just as he had fifteen years ago. The
stands would erupt in revelry, growing in intensity
with each of Darling’s vigorous steps.
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He wished Louise had made the trip with him. He
would have greeted her, and only her, when she arrived
at the game, locking eyes with her at the moment they
caught sight of each other. He would have walked up to
her and, then, when they were close enough, he would
move in for a kiss. They would stand there, lips
locked, eyes closed, Louise wearing the very same
clothes she had worn fifteen years earlier––the star
athlete and his prized girlfriend. “Those two should
be married,” people would say. “They belong together,
just like this, for eternity.”
“All right, buddy, you’re as good as you’ll ever
be,” Rosenberg said, running one more smoothing hand
down Darling’s back and then walking around to face
him.
“Are you ready?”
“Absolutely,” Darling said. “Say, you don’t make
hats, do you? Fancy ones?”
“Hats?” Rosenberg scoffed. “The only thing you need
on the top of your head is that perfect crop of hair.”
“Good,” Darling said.

The crowd trickled in slowly, lazily at first, but
then picked up as game-time grew near.
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“And what better way to represent your school than
in a Rosenberg blazer?” Mr. Rosenberg was saying,
gesturing with his hand towards Christian Darling.
“And look at this fine example of a university man and
everything he ought to be. Fresh from the glory of a
battle on the field, this gentlemen not only wears his
Rosenberg blazers to champion his school’s pride and
winning record—he also wears his pleated pants and
Rosenberg dress shirt to match.”
Darling took off his blazer gracefully, in one
motion, and placed it on an empty fashion mannequin to
reveal a white, buttoned-down collared shirt and
trousers.
“Enjoy your day on campus in Rosenberg clothing.
Look here at our athlete as he moves freely and
comfortably in material that’s breathable and
lightweight.”
Darling posed at Rosenberg’s prompt, crossing one
leg over the back of another, putting his arm around a
blazered mannequin for support.
The spectators funneled into the stadium, glancing
at Darling and Rosenberg on their way in. Men and
women alike eyed the spectacle as the two men walked
and posed about their designated space in the entrance
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to the stadium. As the game began and the crowds moved
to their seats, Darling and Rosenberg exchanged looks
of satisfaction at a job well done.
“And now we wait for halftime,” Rosenberg said.

Darling had situated himself in front of the
conglomerate of band members in the tunnel leading to
the field just as the second quarter was ending. The
tubas and snare drums around him shifted this way and
that as a muffled voice coming from the field started
to announce the upcoming halftime performance. When
the time came, and the voice from muffle to crescendo,
Darling knew it was time.
From the moment his feet hit the grass, he was
running full speed. The cushion of the field seemed
surreal but encouraging. Darling ran faster and
faster, looking all around at the crowd in the
stadium. He didn’t care how close behind him the
marching band might be, or if the band even followed
him onto the field at all. He noticed the awful score
on the scoreboard—and the crowd thinning as people
left to use the bathroom or grab some refreshments—and
continued on. He looked for Louise.

He had hoped she

would be there as a last-minute surprise. He wished
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that she and her friend Flaherty could see him running
at full speed, creating an ever-increasing distance
between himself and all the others. He ran with flag
in hand, unhindered by that long pole and flapping
banner as he made his long and powerful strides.

If

only they could see me now, he thought, running the
length of the field, certain the remaining crowd would
erupt in acclamation at any moment.
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